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"Doing History": A Personal and Anthropological 
Odyssey, 1979-89 

We first came to the Republic of Ireland for a few weeks in the 
summer of 1979 to find a rural locale for a lengthier stint of field 
research the following year. ' Having done some background reading 
in Irish history, we had concluded that the general historical context 
of rural Ireland was fairly straightforward-for the delineation of this 
context was located in a well-established historiographic tradition that 
had its roots in the nineteenth century, was linked to an impressive 
array of organizations d'edicated to the study ofIrish history, and even 
generated historical overviews of its own historical writings. 2 From 
this literature, we had learned that rural Ireland was a land of farmers 
and that its past was one of unremitting nationalism led by agrari~ 
agitation and fallible leaders. The more recent literature added an , 
important subtlety: this came from the ldeas of econOIillC and cultural 
"dualism" and regional variation. The Republic, it seemed, contained 
at least two regions: the east-southeast and the west. In the former 
could be found commercially viable agriculture, "modem" values, 
and vibrant community life. In the latter were subsistence or marginal 
agriculture, "traditional" values, and decaying community life.3 

We believed at that time, in 1979, that the explanation for such 
regional variation did not lie in functionalist explanations, in notions 
of cultural persistence or breakdown, or in the structure of the agri
cultural sector alone. Instead, so we believed, it was necessary to 
explore social, cultural, and economic factors together and to link 
them all to a broader world context. Most important, we believed 
that it was essential to look at the past to understand the structural 
and cultural differences of the present. In the late 1970S, this meant 
"doing local-level political economy": both the present and the past 
were explicable through an :malysis of political economy as applied 
to local-level and regional ,arenas. The central foci, and the analytical 
thrusts, were $e c6nceptS:-of "articulation" and "class formation" in 
the context of dependency and world systems theory.4 This concern 
with local-level political economy also meant that we were deter
mined to avoid the usual anthropological predilection in Ireland of 
turning a locality, a parish, a village, or an island into a "commu
nity"-a bounded, closed, and culturally homogeneous place. s 

At the beginning of our sabbatical in June 1980, we established 
ourselves in a rural locale called Thomastown in County Kilkenny. 
We had purposefully located in the southeast, away from the main 
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. osedl traditional and presumably 
anthropological traffic m the s~p~ ~ boundaries within which to 

, 'esoteric west.6 Beca.use we nee e e~o ;~omastown using two admin
collect data, we deliberately detu: d the small town of Thomastown 

. el al units that contame Id ' istratlve- ector . 7 W did this so that we cou use 
and a rural hinterland ar~und It. se: a ricultural reports, electoral 
offical materials: populatl~n censu d' ~re all compiled using such 

d law unlOn recor s w . I fi returns, an poor. d this local area exhaustive y, rom 
units.s Our intentlon was to stu y s for which individual household 
19Q1-the date of the earl~est censWu . t ded to do the usual partic-

. d ntil 1980 e m en il 
returns had surVIVe -u I .' . wing and to collect all ava -
ipant observation and mfo:ma m=r;n~I to ;980.9 
able documents for the penod fro . 9 from the parish priest to copy 

, We began by obtaining perIillssIon
d 

. ges Every moming for 
d fba tlsms an marna . 

the parochial recor so. p. d' . m generating hundreds of 
th sat 10 his 10mg roo . I d ,several mon s we ek Ie out to become mvO ve 

. index cards. 'O We also began to se k P most ';"thropologists in the 
'as participant observers. But bec:e, foe people who would talk 

early stages of fieldwork, we ew ~ernoon immersed in Irish 
I . h we spent many an . al 

serious y WIt us, . £ r documentary source maten s; 
history books. We were lookin.g 0 . down the outline of "Irish 

. t we were trymg to pm h hi 
equally ImpOrtan , had little difficulty, for t e story 
history." In both endeavors, we chival references but also a 

'd d t only numerous ar d 
' 'books provI e no h e red to form a connecte 

hr logy of events t at app a . th th 
coherent c ono S' Iy a great deal began WI e 
thread through Irish history. ee';""llg 'd by a period of economic 

. f 8 which was 10 owe . dW famme 0 I 45-49,. b omic depressIon, Lan ars 
recovery, and then, m sequenc~ Y econ·

ty 
and political conciliation, 

and Parnellian politics, rene:e hpr~~n War the polarization of the 
, the War oflndependence an .~ ;;'a: of th; 1930s, World War II, 
. I920S, the so-call.ed Ecodn= II membership in the EEC and ecO-

, economic depresslOn, an a y, 

. nomic expansion. .' I 01 did not appear to stand out 
From this reading ofInsh history, 9 ocess and we soon came 

I k d nO major event or pr, b k 
in any way. t mar e . So we decided to step aC 
to think that it was not a good base p~mt'879 the year the Land Wars 
,a bit and establi~~ed a new. baseh~~~~ % 1agrarlan land reform and the 
.began-the politlcal agltatlOn t ". Ireland We decided to read . "easantry 1n . 
creation of a landOWnIng P . d d to look for news about 

£ th Land War peno an . h th the newspapers or e Kilkenny We started WIt e 
Thomastown and pos~ibly Co~t~in. What ;"'e found were reports 
nationalist papers pubflisheled ~n bu~ almost nothing from County Kil

. from vanous parts 0 Ir an 
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kenny. So we searched out the two county newspapers ·from the 
period. Even they contained reports only of events, meerings, and 
violence from other parts ofIreiand-mainly the west-with only an 
occasional story about a Land League meeting near Thomastown or 
in south Kilkenny. 

We concluded that the Land Wars had not been a major eVent in 
Thomastown and again decided to push back our temporal bound
aries. This time we picked the years just preceding what some of Our 
history books declared to be the "great watershed of modem Irish 
history"-the 1845-49 famine. 11 Once again we approached the County 
Kilkenny newspapers:'2 they were filled mainly with reports of fam
ine from other parts ofireland. Then, over the following months, as 
we read the newspapers for all the years between 1840 and 1980, 
looked at other archival materials, and elicited stories from people 
about the past, it began to seem that-regardless of what we looked!. 
at-either very litde or "nothing ever happened in Thomastown." 13 

We raised this issue at a multidisciplinary seminar at University 
College, Cork, in 1980. We expressed great perplexity: seemingly, 
Thomastown lay outside Irish history. The historians were somewhat 
amused. They knew, and readily admitted, that so-called Irish history 
was an amalgam of local and regional events combined to create a 
unified and coherent whole held together by nationalist (and later, 
revisionist) ideology. They did not find it surprising that a particular 
local area or region never experienced all or even any of the events 
that later became part of so-called Irish history. They also conceded 
that such lacunae were more likely in the southeast. 

What the historians told us was what we had already concluded 
from Our experiences over the previous months. However, what we 
found most disconcerting, and intriguing, was that the historians 
seemed utterly untroubled by our objections and concern. This expe
rience crystallized for us the fragility of the, past, the capriciousness of 
historiography. For surely Thomastown, although it had been placed 
outside historiogpphy, .yas located in history and had a past. 

To recovei' trus past: to do this history, we faced two immediate 
problems. First, we realized how serious it was that the primary 
sources (such as newspapers, parliamentary commissions) were not. 
only patchy but also contaminated in indeterminate ways. They had 
focused not only on the newsworthy at the time but also on the issues 
and events of concern to the producers of such documents. 14 Conse
quendy, during the famine and Land Wars, Kilkenny county news
papers carried litde oflocal interest, compared with extensive cover
age about these eVents from other parts of Ireland. Thus, even as the 
past was happening, the skeleton of "national history" was being 
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d hi! the experiences of localities such as Thomastown constructe w e 
were being ignored. . hi h 

Second, for Thomastown, the particular locali~y on w c we 
r d of the kinds of documents that histonans use had locuse , many I rth d no 
never existed or had not survived. For examp e,. we unea e. 

al d·· I t or memOIrs from the nme-estate papers person lanes, et ers, . . 
h tu' and important British parliamentary comIlliSS10ns 

teent cen ry, inhabitants 
often had not solicited evidence from property owners or 
of the Thomastown area. . 

With such constraints, we had four questlons: 

Wh . f any were experienced at the local level in 1. at events, 1 , I' f. 
Thomastown and in what ways were loca expen~nces a
fected by events in other localities-by so-called na~onal and 
international events-and by Thomastown people s knowl-

edge of them? h I 
How can so-called national history be used by ,ant ropo 0-

2. gists if its construction is arbitrary and its co~tent unev~n? 
Since Thomastown's history was not a locahzed rellectlOn of 

3· h th t had been constructed into a nattonal h,story, t e events a 
what was it? , 

4. If the Irish past was pardy made up fro.m. Thomastown s 
history and the histories of many other s1mllar, local levels, 
how could all these histories be made congruent. 

To conrinue our work, we realized that we had to confront what 
histo was; we could not simply study the past or do h1story. In 

ryin anthropology, this was still a relattvely unexplored 1dea, .and 
raised two central problems. First, in domg history, Insh his~ona~s \ 

ex anded the quantity and range of the1r docu~entatton y 
•... . p . ten'als from numerous and dispersed local ' Wlcc)llc:elCtle<ily usmg rna . . h h 
.• A historian studying, for example, landlord1sm Illig t ave 

areas. f ty valuation records from used estate papers from one part 0 a coun , 
. part, and conveyances from another county altogether. HO~ 

, as andlropologists with our local focus, the vagan,: ofdocu 
'.'DaCllta,tio,n on the past meant that we were severel~ liffi1ted 10 our 

to explore the key issues that formed the tOp1Cal and chrono-
d f I . h history-;;uch as, in the nmeteenth century, . agenaons d" t 

" , oflandlordism, the trajectory of rents an eV1cttons, tenan 
purchases, and so on. . b 

,i,' Secolad, through documents and participant observatton, we egan 
" . f eople in Thomastown who had seldom made 1t 
tu,.LU'U categones 0 p h f th rural 

the Irish history books. The clearest case was t at 0 e , 
I . t some members of which, as far as we could tell, im,du,;tri,a] pro etana , 
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had been landless for at least two centuries. We also encountered the 
millers, maltsters, brewers, and tanners who had hired these laborers 
and the numerous, often self-employed, artisans who had lived and 
worked in the locality. At the same time, we discovered many eco-
nonuc and political activities, organizations, and cultural ideas never 
mentioned by Irish historians. Clearly, Irish historians, in their con
cern with events related to their own topical and chronological agenda, 
had constructed theIr own very partial version of society. 

The problems with Irish histOriography and its relation to Our own 
concerns at the tim~ were not solved by referring to the sociological 
or anthropologIcal literature on Ireland. There we found three biases 
unacceptable. First, we found a heavy concentration of social studies 
in the west. It was partly this western bias that had led to a general 
VIew of rural Ireland as poor, "peasant," and demoraliz~d. From our 
Thomastown vantage point ill the southeast, rural Ireland looked 
very different: good tillage land, large farms, a retail sector, and an 
articulation with an international market that extended centuries into 
the past, local industries founded during an industrial revolution at 
the end of the eighteenth century, and the presence in 1980 of foreign
owned enterprises. Instead of drawing from the social science litera
ture, therefore, we found that we had to confront its assumptions 
about rural Ireland as these had been generalized from studies done 
west of the river Shannon. 15 

However, the image of a poor and demoralized rural Ireland that 
came out of antJ:-r0pol~gy and sociology at the time was not simply a 
reflectlon of regIOnal differences. It was also the result of the particu
lar approach that underlay these studies and that provided a second/ 
reason for Our sense of isolation from Irish ethnography. This wa~~. 
the approach of anthropologists who viewed rural Ireland as com~' 
prised of distinct "communities" and who therefore took a so-called 
community as a basic and llatural unit and studied its contemporary 
cultur~ to as~ertain whether '~tradition" was persisting, wearing away, 
or bemg remforced. T<;k us, as political economists, the idea was 
absurd that tliete could 'be bounded and isolated local places that had 
CUlture but no eco,-,"omy, tilditi~tory.I6 As we tried to 
~pproach the past m the context of a particular locality, we found 
httle help in these stereotypical "community studies." 
. A third bias .underlay anthropology and these community studies 
m the west. Th,s was the theory of modernization that also informed, 
both implicitly and explicitly, the vast majority of economic, social 
and historical analyses ofIrish society. In this view, Ireland was in th~ 
process of "catching up" with the rest of Europe, and it was only a 
matter of time before it "developed." In direct contrast, we had 
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mS.Ir<JID political economy and dependency theory that, at best, 
modernization assumptions as wrong and, at worst, postu
Irish conditions had more in common with the structural 

"r~::~~~~:~~~of Third World societies than with the developed 
:. .. ~ Europe. 17 At the time of our research. however, 

lva .rew macrostudies used this model, and certainly no local-level 
in;,,.. 'in Ireland analyzed depen ency on the micro level. 

with our southeaste study 0 a ru ocality in both past 
Qil,re:sent, with concepts from political economy and dependency 

:we found ourselves confronting history, sociology, and an
In this effort, we decided, as an early task, to write a 

iliJrisltory for Thomastown people. This is what we had promised 
1:rnlf6ri:nLants, friends, and curious onlookers. We also thought to 

opportunity to try an initial and comprehensive survey of our 
Ltabeltore approaching more purely academic and theoretical issues. 

task, doing history was a sorting through and. a review of \ 
ire:thnogr..plric materials. However, as we were to realize only later 

overview of our data from 1840 to 1983 became a way not 
doing history but also a way of creating it. 

wrote In the Valley of the Nore: A Social History of Thomastown, 
to-"O"". To do so we combined three elements that, at the time, 

stI:ail~hl:forw'aIl:lly anci simplY derived from our own interests 
First we took the events and chronology of so-

:lledlri:sh history as ~ur major section headings. These were the 
:egc)ric'5 Thomastown people used when they talked about the past 

those they had learned in schooL So they spoke about bad 
ndlpr<ls and evictions, about good landlords who helped people; 

lleJraliSo, spoke about the War of Independence and the Civil War, 
he.i,e<:orlornic war and hard times of the 1930S, and so on. Local 

very clearly conceptualized the chronology of their past in the 
me,way.as did their history books. 

also was clear that sometimes what people remembered or 
,k,caloe to remember had not necessarily happened, whereas they 

Ld;/oq;otl:en (or failed to remember) things that had happened. IS A 
:ru:in:~case was a large farmer who spoke vehemently, as did many 
lrIIler.S; .. about the numerous tenant farmers who had been evicted by 
ridlolods in the nineteenth century; again, like most farmers, he was 

name a single case in the Thomastown locality. When 
ressecl, he asserted somewhat impatiently that me evictions had all 

"up Kilkenny way." Interesringly, this farmer .did not 
(although we had learned it from a document) that his great

'andfa,th,," had indeed been evicted in 1850. Thus, the chronologIcal 
of Irish history with which people compartmentalized the 
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past only partly corresponded to what they knew, or did not know, 
to be actual events and particular people. These two ways of structur
mg and conceptualizing the past coexisted in Thomastown. In writing 
In the Valley of the Nore, we provided actual events and the names of 
real people, as best we could, in the context of the accepted and 
dominant historical chronology. 

There was a third element. Throughout our time spent living in 
Thomastown, we were struck, virtually every day and in numerous 
ways, by the centrality of class differences in the locality. In fact, 
Thomastown people had their own explicit categories that they used 
to orgaruze a class-based, social map for their everyday interaction. 19 

The map contained laborers, artisans, shopkeepers, and farmers; once 
there were landlords and gentry as· well. An important feature of 
these categories was that they involved fixed structural ideas, not 
temporal ones. They were never used to organize chronology or to 
order sequences of events in time. Instead, the categories were time
less-they had always existed, they continued to exist; therefore, they 
were descnptIve as well as explanatory. This meant that the catego
nes could be, and were, extrapolated backward in time both to I 
describe and to explain, simultaneously, the past and the present. To.~ 
take an example: several la~onng men, mdependently, while trying' 
to tell us about the mtensIty of class difference in Thomastown 
illustrated it by telling us that their fathers had never received IRA 
pensions after the War of Independence because of discrimination 
against workers. They also always added that "no laboring man ever 
got his pension." In other words, an unchanging, timeless class struc
ture-:-seen through a personal event and a general principle--both 
descnbed the past and the present while it explained that past and this 
present. A tImeless past and present intersected in the here and now 
through the use of class categories. 20 

In writing In the Valley pf the Nore, we linked these categories to 
actual local events and people and to national chronologies. As a 
result, ThomastoVl!l1' s hi~ory was for the first time constructed in the 
partial way~ that~it probably was experienced: that children during 
the econOllllC war had no shoes was the experience of laborers and 
small farmers; that Some Thomastown men became British soldiers 
during World War I was true only for the working class and the 
gentry; that emigration was central after World War II was true for 
everyone, but laborers tended to emigrate to England, whereas farm
ers and shopkeepers had sufficient capital to go to North America. 

In making these kinds of linkages-among chronology, event/ 
people, and class-we essentially constructed a new and different way 
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.r._.,' __ Thomastown's past. In doing history, we had created his
Children from Thomastown's schools have borrowed our book 
the local library and have painstakingly copied our story in 
. the key actors were class based and in which ~eal events only 

.n:i:rtiallv confirmed the dominant chronology. SlInilarly, Thomas
·''''n~,'o parish newspaper has reproduced sections of the book for a 

general readership. . 
Our aim in writing the local history had been to recIprocate the 

we had received in Thomastown over the years and to have a 
go at our materials. It was only after the book was completed in 
that we slowly realized that we had "made history. "21 When we 

to question why this had occurred (in other words, when 
still and once again, to understand how to do history) we 

decid"d to hold a conference 22 on anthropology and history. Through 
hoped to discover the different ways in which other anthropol
approached the past using Irish ethnography. 

, .An Overview of Historical Anthropology: From the Past to 
the Present 

struggles with the past in both Ireland and Thomastown were but 
"<"n.,I. instance of a general trend in anthropology and of a growmg 
'co:nc"m among anthropologists with history. This did not, of course, 
hal'pen overnight; it was a result of attempts by anthropolOgISts to 

away from earlier, increasingly unsatisfactory framewor~~ .. 
It:is scarcely necessary once again to describe and cnnClZe an 

rStI'lhiie .anthropology (and sociology) that was monopolized by 
Yncln:onLic, structural studies and analyses in which both dynanuc 

and history were either simply ignored or positively es-
:hewea.The case against that earlier kind of work in anthropology, 

the social sciences generally, has been suffiClently, and repen
made, although too often without sufficient recogrution of the 

irhIPOI1:aJ1Ce of the detailed, perceptive, and often empathetIc studIes 
that,vve,'e produced within that framework during the 1930S, 1 940S, 

Indeed, it would not be difficult to argue that the founda
present-day anthropology was well lai~ as a result. However, 

or.pl:es"nt purposes it is sufficient to recogruze that the neglect or 
'oje:mon of history was not the consequence of any single theoretical 
ppro'Lch in earlier anthropology, although too often, nusgUldedly, 
~e cal>se of this neglect has been attributed solely to functIonalIst 
he,)rv"~ Rather, it was the result of a general, ill-considered ap-
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proach to the description of sociOcnltural milieux that, inter alia, 
offered the apparent ease and simplicity of the snapshot of the "here 
and now" or the uthere and then" in other societies.24 

At the same time, it would be a historical mistake to assume that 
anthropologists have only recendy turned to a consideration of dy
namic process and of history and their implications for research, 
analysis, and understanding. The explorations into Boasian cnlture 
history and neoevolutionism and the emergence of the so-called eth
nohistory of the 1930S, 1940S, and 1950S stimulated concern for one 
kind of history, although these can scarcely be seen as forerunners of 
a later historical anthropology, which is our present concern. In that 
matter, a crucial moment came in 1949 with the publication of Evans
Pritchard's historical monograph on the Bedouin of Cyrenaica. 25 This 
was followed in the next year by the same author's declaration that 
anthropology and history shared Common methods and aims despite 
some differences in technique and perspective.26 In 1961, Evans-Prit
chard reaffirmed Maidand's century-old assertion that anthroPolOgy \ 
had to choose between becoming history or being nothing. Z7 The 
message was only gradually heeded, put a trickle of anthropological 
studies began, in the 1950S and 1960s, in which sociocultural change 
through some period of time was a major preoccupation, even though 
it was sometimes uncomfortably linked with synchronic analysis.28 
Then, during the 1970S and 1980s, historical anthropological studies 
became a flood, to the extent that they have undoubtedly established 
a mode in ethnographic presentations. 

This gradually increasing interest in historical studies was, of course, 
a product of and a part of a number of trends and innovations in 
anthropology. This is not the place for a history of anthropological 
thinking and experimenring, and it must suffice briefly to note the 
trends (with a few illustrative references)29 that seem to have been 
particnlarly influential in the growth of historical anthropology. Set
ring them out starkly a;eates a danger of seeming to present them as 
discr.ete inteHecaial <!eyO!opments; but of course they have overlapped 
and influenced each other in manifold ways. These trends began at 
different times from the 1950S onward, and mOst are still active 
genres in social and cnltural anthropology. 

One trend was a growing concern, after World War II, for the 
study of social and cnltural change. This was not a purely intellectual 
and theoretical development, for it was also related to practical and 
ethical issues and to ideas about the political relevance of anthropol
ogy in the poorer parts of the world, particularly the non-Western 
parts. Initially at least, the concern was for the consequences of 
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'''f.::~e'. ~Of colonial domination.3o Anthropologists shared with other 
n parties" a desire to know what was happening to particular 

and cnltural institutions in empirical contexts: to households 
""".kU' groups, chiefship, patterns of cooperation, religious practices 

beliefs, for example, and to economic production and standards 
living. By the 1950s, it had become increasingly difficnlt for an

'thJroI)ol'Dgiists to ignore what was actively occurring among the peo
they were studying, and it began to be unacceptable to concen
on a so-called traditional stable order, relegaring remarks on 

co:nt,:mporaI:y changes to a section or chapter tacked on to the main 
:arlaJ'ysls. This concern for recent social change, and the need to make 

to research and analysis, encouraged anthropologists to 
; .. in,v""tig:ate fnrther back in time and to acknowledge the importance 

the possibilities of the extended collection of historical materials 
of diachronic studies. 

this kind of interest led some anthropologists to 
of social change (other than minor adjustments) as tanta

: .u.v,un to a breakdown of the social system. 32 This conception has 
particularly prominent in Irish studies, which purported to show 
"tradition" was crumbling and becoming lost. A later example 

this persisring viewpoint was Brody's 1976 description ofInishkil-
'. ···In his composite and allegedly typical "community" in the west 

Ireland, he presented a picture of demoralization, anomie, and 
di,;in1teg;raltion, quite failing "to recognise the diversely creative and 

:'irmC)V'Lti,'e processes through which people currendy constitute their 
"e,:onLonllic and political lives. "33 With such processes in mind, anthro
pologists have more realistically investigated and described what ~n
novations have been imposed or offered, how and why, and WIth 
",hat consequences.34 From such specific and empirical interests, the 

need for analytical and theoretical sophistication has 
aris~.35 ' 

More Or less separately, a concern for social processes and the 
of social life began to develop. The early stage of this 

concern can conveniendy be linked to Firth, who proposed, in 1951, 
the concept of social organization-people's choices and actions and 

: the processes involved-in contrast to an underlying social structure. 
At first this concern was manifested in studies of repetitive processes 
within an essentially static structure, for example, in the domains of 
kinship, politics, and dispute management. 36 However, the artificial 

. limitations of this soon became apparent and unacceptable; and a 
positiv'e concern grew for such processes through time and in real 

together with a recognition that social reproduction did not 
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necessarily lead to mere repetition. That is, as social anthropologists 
sought to understand various social processes, it became necessary for 
them to look at ways in which social systems, institutions, roles, 
values, and patterns of interaction actually operated through time; 
and that required anthropologists to take account of real time, the 
passage of time, and history. 37 

Another development occurred as some anthropologists came to 
study peasant societies. Initially, following the lead of Redfield in 
Mexico, attention focused on synchronic studies or analyses of recent 
social change. 38 However, as peasant studies were extended, particu
larly to Europe, anthropologists entered a novel situation in which 
their units of study-peasant villages-had long been part of political 
states whose hegemonic rule had produced archival materials. These 
allowed anthropologists to extend their inquiries further back in time 
than had hitherto been possible, taking them beyond short-term stud
ies of current social change and inducing a greater awareness and 
concern for the past. 

The introduction of the Marxist paradigm into anthropology in 
the late 1960s brought new concepts that were amenable to local 
analysis (e.g., petty commodity production) while it provided others 
that required considerable modification before they could be applied 
to local studies (e.g., mode of production, class, superstructure).39 
The efforts to apply or revamp such concepts required a practical 
recognition of the significance of historical and regional analysis in 
the context of a wider social formation. New conceptual and empiri
cal vistas opened up in anthropology. The commitment to historical 
anthropology through the approach of political economy (in varying 
degrees influenced by Marxist theory) has been apparent in the large 
proportion of historical ethnographies written under its influence 
from all geographical areas. 40 

The Marxist paradigm, converged with the growing anthropo
logical concern with depenaency and world systems theory.41 This 
too demanded a historic;aJ orientation. But it also brought a positive 
reaction froni ~nthrop61-;'gists against studying history from the top 

~ down and against the implication that local and regional populations 
I merely reacted and adapted to national and world movements, almost 
" in automatic and identical fashion. Such assumption was unacceptable 

to the specialists in local-level studies who saw that it was urUustified. 
As Cole and Wolf put it: 

We know that a study of small populations will not reveal all there is 
to know about the total societies in which they are embedded, and we 
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te",iri:Ularly aware that the study of total societies will not in and of 
provide grounds for predicting how small populations rc:act to 
wide-ranging systematic processes . . . a small settlement [15 not] 

h i · .' 42 of a larger woe m mm.lature. 

, because of different local and regional conditions, local 
d · d'ffi 43 ilal:iOIIs have been affected and have reacte ill 1 erent ways . 

. the context of dependency and world systems theory, an
ipc)io:gists reasserted the importance of microanalysis and oflocal 
,:re.gi,)n;!l variations. They have called attention to the value of t~e 

history from below and have sought to demonstrate It ill 

. in Europe, historians and sociologists had beg,;", inves
family structures, household composition, and socral life ill 

" The early work by Laslett44 led historians4s into kinship 

i~~~:i~;~~o~d~o~m~:ains that had generally been the peculiar-specialism f: in their studies of contemporary societies. This 
in turn induced anthropologists to bring to the past their 

dn kinshlp,46 and conferences brought anthr~pologists an4~ 
together to examine household and domesnc proc~ses. 

cross-disciplinary fertilization occurred as anthropologlsts be-
'a1 his 48 d" I' hi to .. 49 Dor explicitly to socr tory an peop e s s. ry. . 

stimulation. All this has influenced anthropologrcal think-
:~c'm,~tirnes specifically and overtly, as, for instance, in Kertzer's 
:' 50 d' h kinship in late-nineteenth-century Italy an ill t e case 

this volume. 
same time, anthropologists were becoming more self-criti

': self-reflexive, more aware of the historical and contextual 
, , inwhich their discipline had developed. Whether anthro

. simply been a "child of imperialism" and the degree to 
a ,,'cholarly discipline has been controlled by the socrocr!ltural 

""-,,,; •• practitioners have been, and are, matters o.f conSIderable 
point here, however, is that ~tJ:ropol?grsts have been 

COllSi,:!er the historical context WIthin which they worked 
nelrefi>re and by extension, the historical dimensions of the 

studied. 
of monographic studies in historical anthropology 
and from both sides of the Atlantic, it is reasonable 

aSSUrnl" that for many anthropologists it has come to be taken 
it is both necessary and invaluable to look for and at 

"do history." However, although this is the case, it does 
antlrropologists are clear or agreed about the range of 
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implications of those now accepted necessities. How should anthro- . 
pologists deal with time, in research and in description and analysis? 
What are the results likely to be for theory and understanding? 

Histoncal anthropology has become sufficiently well established 
that a range of interests and foci is fairly clear. In presenting here 
what looks suspiciously like a firm typology, we have in mind only 
to facilitate an overview of current interests by suggesting categories 
that are not mtended to be watertight and discrete. Thus, we identify 
two broad categories within historical anthropology-::-historical, eth
nography and the anthropology of history. 52 Although some particu
lar studies fall ~ore or less clearly into One or another of Our catego
nes, most studies have the characteristics of more than one as data 
and interests have required. 

I. Historical ethnography 

(a) How the past led to and cre
ated the present 

(b) Synchronic and diachronic 
studies of a past time ) 

II. Anthropology of history 

(c) How constructions of the past 
are used to explain the present 
(history as ideology) 

(d) How the past is created in the 
present (the invention of tra
dition) 

(e) How the past created and re
created the past 

A historical ethnography provides a description and analysis of a past 
era of the people of some particular, identifiable locality, using archi
val sources and, if relevant, local oral history sources. The ethnogra
phy m~y be general, covering many aspects of social life during that 
era,. ~r It may concentrate on specific features, such as social ecology, 
polines, or religion. It was this kind of ethnography that at last 
brought anthropologists al"'ay from long-established, clumsy devices 
and assumptions such as the I'thnographic present, autarchic "com
munities. " and .st~ble "tradition." 

.Most commonly,.ane! for good working reasons, social anthropol
ogISts have been concerned to link past and present, chronologically 
and processually, in order to explain and understand the present by 
reference to the past. That past may have been a generation, several 
decades, a century, or a longer period, as anthropological interests 
and the availability of data dictated. As some anthropologists have 
said during field research, in an explanation to the people involved, 
there was a desire not merely to record the past for its own sake but 
to discover and show "how things have come to be the way they are 
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the anthropologist in her or his work among a contem
'.FU V'~5 people, not only garnered information about the "way 

now" but also, for fuller understanding, worked back in 
iconsl:antly relating contemporary conditions and institutions to 

conditions, and processes. In the final historical ethnog
.Y.f""·" appeared in published form, the anthropologist, like any 

may well have presented data and analysis more or less 
6:ol.ogiciUy. This has not disguised the historiographical intent to 

,Hi,,,tl,, present through understanding the past. Therefore, this 
hiStorical ethnography has given a bias in the articulation of 

hiS:to:rical process. This is an orientation and a concern rarely 
"dwitb hiStorians. 
.&acldiljOIl, there have been historical ethnographies of periods 

the past for which only archival materials were available. 
*Irlat,erials usually included the views and ideas of some of the 

of that past time. Whether the ethnography was in syn
or diachronic form depended a great deal on the availability 
. Such historical ethnographic work has been, of course, a 

,~!:tr,~gllt£D",..."d invasion of the historian's field and not directly 
to conventional anthropological research in a present-day sit

a result, these kinds of ethnographies have been less com
ilYHclwev,er, a few anthropologists have ventured away from a 
{,rit:-'<blY attachment to make a diachronic study of a wholly past 

Hastrup's Icelandic ethnography, 1400-1800)-" In some 
period was chosen largely as a matter of convenience (e.g., 

Ce.:lt'.s. aital~fsis of marriage, religion, and class in nineteenth-cen
Northern Ireland). In other cases, the period was 

the historical conditions, as in Silverblatt's study ofInca 
Peru or Dening's study of the Marquesas from '774 to 

end date being the year that French colonial domination 
iDally e:stat'lishted).54 

'Ilchr,)nic ethnographies of a particular past time for which archi
tIi~ter.ials happened to be available have attracted much less an
P?IO€;IC:u' interest. Historians seem to have been readier to under
:S:UJla<.lillllU. of study (typified by Le Roy Ladurie's well-known 

Perhaps the reason may have been the growth of anthro-
,concern for social dynamics, process, and change, which 

'account of a petrified society scarcely attractive. If, 
lSeoflinIit"ti'lns of historical materials, it was impossible to take 

chmges through a period of time, it has come to be 
that the ethnography should nevertheless depict a society in 

people were active and interacting, making decisions, follow-
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ing or avoiding "rules," and creating adjustments .. Thus, Donham 
advocated first the identification of the underlying structure-an 
"epochal analysis"-before proceeding to a "historical analysis" that 
was dynamic in character but concerned with changes within the 
system rather than with fundamental changes or changes of the sys
tem: "What I mean by historical explanation is not simply an account 
of the connections between events over a period of time. A leads to B 
leads to C. ... Historical analyses must be located in time. They 
must capture what might be called historicity, but they do not neces
sarily have to deal with large-scale changes through time." S6 

As monographs and journal articles in historical anthropology have 
proliferated since about 1970, it is obvious that the production of 
historical ethnographies has been the principal interest in historical 
anthropology. The aim has been to compile analytical histories that, 
ultimately, have been outsiders' constructions. Thus, although prop
erly cautious, historical ethnographers have not been afraid to exercise 
responsible authorial authority. Nevertheless, they have neither ad
vocated nor practiced neglect of the so-called native point of view 
concerning the history of the people involved. Oral history, human 
memory. and native explanations have invariably augmented archival 
sources in valuable ways. Moreover, these historical ethnographers 
have been prominent in demonstrating the gross error of assuming a 
single "native point of view" in an assumed homogeneous society or 
culture. Any society, large or small, is heterogeneous with regard to 
status, class, age, gender, group affiliation, and distribution of power 
and resources. Therefore, the anthropologist always needs to consider 
many "native points of view," which provide an entry into the 
complexities of real social life and real people. 

This does not mean that historical ethnographers have produced 
artificial syntheses of all the "native points of view" into a single 
version of history. Rather, it suggests that they have explored the 
variety of points of view, of native versions of history, together with 
empirical archival matwal that may well have been unfamiliar to or 
rejected by 'ifie~people ~under study and possibly contradictory to 
some or even all native points of view. Indeed, the nature and causes 
of such contradictions have become important in the construction of 
a dynamic history. It is clear, then, that historical ethnography has 
gone beyond "native points of view" as a result of both access to 
archival materials and use of analytical expertise. Thus, it is clear that 
any particular historical ethnography has been a construction by the 
anthropologist-a suggested version of a possible reality-which, 
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hO'wever, did not willfully ignore or contradict native points of view 
did not claim to present any final, complete truth or reality. 

However, some historical anthropologists have gone beyond tak
iIle, .. "ri,)US account of native points of view to focus primarily on the 

and the cultural rationale by which a particular people have 
envis;ioloe<i, created, and re-created their own past and related it to 

perceived present. This we call the anthrovoloJ(Y of history. Its 
:tone"m'nas bet:ll f.0 record and descnbe the InSiders VIews, aSSu.nlp

and perceptions and to show them in the insiders' own socio
'.aututral terms. There has been, then, little or no attempt to produce 

"objective" history. Rather, the interest has been in what people 
and remember about their past, and how and why, and how 
make sense of the past and relate it to the present. 

, It is important to recognize that the anthropological concern here 
. been more than just history for histoty's sake. People's own 

·v,ors.iorls and evaluations of their past are a retrospective product of 
present. Moreover, those versions tend to change from genera

generation. Thus, they are important for the anthropological 
.unde.:standing of a people and of changes in their sociocultural con-

most straighrforward endeavor has been for the anthropolo
to set down the native versions of their own past, linking these 

'to ,he;'r contemporary cultural conceptions and social arrangements. 
an extreme case, the anthropologist may consider available archival 

,m:lteriais irrelevant and therefore ignore them. For instance, Sharp 
Hanks related that, for the Thai village they studied, there were 

fe""iq"UInent'lrY materials 

most of them were never consulted. A visit to the district office 
. revealed a thousand neatly tied bundles of yellowing land deeds. 

. the deeds were listed changes of ownership that had long been 
for",o,ten in Bang Chan [the village studied], but more serious for our 

were the transfers of ownership that were acknowledged in Bang 
but unrecorded at the district office. 57 

that, for these anthropologists, oruy the information re
in the village was considered relevant and usable in the discov
the villagers' current visions of their own history. Logically, 
and Hanks may have been correct insofar as the introduction 

docum,:ntary evidence from earlier years was not pertinent to their 
, . purpose. On the other hand, consideration of such evidence 
have led to a recognition that villagers' own history could itself 
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change and that. for whatever reasons. villagers were selective 
what they remembered and put together and what they ignored 
forgot. 

. People explain the past to themselves, just as they explain, ratioDle 
alize, and Ju~tify their present. From this perspective, history is 
ology, and like any ideology, it is open to manipulation and 
m~ation while it is believed by many to be "true" and COrrect. 
this matter, Parmentier called for and sought to practice an "elthn.oC: 
graphic study of the modalities of history," taking account of the 
con.nections between notions of time; historical memory; the distri
bunon of power to control, create, and destroy historical id"oJ,og:y; 
and the range of cultural codes involved in historical cOlosciouLsn,::ss. 
Moreover, he emphasized that the "inclusion of the intentionality 
people who create and interpret their own past is essential, rather than 
supplementary, to adequate ethnographic study."s9 Parmentier used 
and demonstrat~d his ideas through his exploration of the local story . 
about the establishment of the political order in Micronesian Belau. 

~t is not easy to generalize cross-culturally about the degree of 
deliberate acnon by those with power to reinforce and/or re-create '. 
historical knowledge and perception to their own expected advan- . 
tage. In at I~a.st some documented cases (but surely in many others 
too), . the mInal illventIon of tradition and history was begun by 
illdivrduals WIth little or no power who must have seen some advan
tage to be gained from their invention and some prospect of its being 
accepted. Ir: successful cases, their inventions proved most congenial 
to those WIth power or seeking to gain it who therefore promoted 
them. A .'.:ell-known example was that of the creation of the High-. 
land traditIon ill Scodand described by Trevor-Roper.60 There, for a 
vanety of reasons, those with influence and the general population 
colluded, so that the new tradition was universally accepted. Another 
illstance, among many taat could be cited from the current litera- . 
ture,61 .has been the creation by Indonesian historians (under the 
protectIon aI'? _encour~gement of political leaders) of new culture 
heroes (as, 6f course; was often done in Europe in the thirty or forty 
years before World War 1).62 Hoskins described the elevation of a 
headhunter and famous warrior to the status of Indonesian hero. In 
'909, this m~n led ~pposition to the Dutch "pacification" of one part 
of a smaller Island ill what later became Indonesia. "The rebel who 
opposed Dutch control has, with some irony, been.used as a tool ofa 
new kind of ~deological control: the integration of distant regions into 
the [new] natIo,: state through [invented] assertions of a shared past. "63 

A weakness ill the many studies of the invention of tradition and 
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w.visioIlS of the past has been the impression often given that, 
tradition was invented, that was more or less the end of the 

if the past can be invented once in response to 
the present, then it can be (and has been) reinvented later 

D!l£urther response. There is no need to posit inevitably continu
ellve,lti,m or to deny its possibility. It depends, in any case, on 
i.lsmearlt by invention: something wholly new or modifications 

degrees of preceding visions of the past. It has been a long 
it was said mat each generation rewrites its history. True 

illSDlllY be, the rewriting can occur in less than a generation. or it 
Contemporary anthropologists have been strongly 

by SaJilins of me potentiality of the continuous re-creation 
ofmeir own history. 64 He introduced his Islands of History 

that history "is culturally ordered, differendy so in differ-
,ocietiies, according to meaningful schemes of things. The con

also true: cultural schemes are historically ordered, since to a 
or lesser extent the meanings are revalued as they are practi

Y.>len"ct,ed." 65 What SaJilins called "practical revaluations" of so
iill.tuJral things may be a continuous process as people live their 

decisions, and act with ineluctable reference to their 
and therefore to their past, whether or not they are conscious 

tnls; .. "nere is a "symbolic dialogue of history--dialogue between 
'categories and perceived contexts, between cultural sense 

:pr:.ctJLcal reference ... Thus, "there is always a past in the present, 
system of interpretations" and, therefore. always a present 
as mat in tum is interpreted. 66 

Other Disciplines: "Little Localities" and "Big Problems" 

been a key concern in contemporary anthropological 
Whereas an earlier anthropology focused mainly on "a 

','a, culture." or "a society," most anthropologists today are 
with "a place." This emphasis probably developed along-

growing anthropological interest in so-called peasants during 
and 1960s. The early anthropological (and evolutionary) 

ncation of non-Western peoples was based on a juxtaposition of 
ie:.oflivelihood, settlement pattern, and political regime. Hunter

pastoral nomads, and swidden agriculturalists-in so-called 
societies-were physically mobile; they may have moved 

a large and known territory, but they did not have small, 
ianently settled hamlets, villages, or towns. Anthropologists took 
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sociopolitical groups, not locality, as the framework of society. 
tribal peoples were in permanently settled locales, usually 
context of more centralized political regimes (chiefships), allithropol". 
ogists continued to emphasize the groups that comprised the so(ietyi 
or culture: territory and space were regarded as secondary-as 
tIOns of the kinship and political system. In contrast, so-called 
ants were defined as permanently settled agriculturalists linked 
various ways to a wider state andlor urban-based society. By an·thro" 
pological definition, then, the peasant mode of livelihood was inextri- . 
cably linked to a fixed, settled locale and to a wider political regime 
or "great tradition."68 When anthropologists moved in-both 
their definition of peasant and with peasants-they reinforced 
importance of locality both for themselves and for peasantries. 
ing the conference, historian Nicholas Rogers commented several 
times that he was truly struck by the fact that "anthropologists have 
a compelling sense of place." 

At best, we have found that this anthropological commitment to 
locality has raised questioning eyebrows among historians and soci
ologists. More often, though, we have found that the anthropological 
co,:cem with a "little locality" has been severely criticized, and most 
sen~usly, It has been us~d as a reason for dismissing anthropological 
:m~gs and understandings. Samuel Clark, a historical SOciologist, .' 
mSlsted at the conference that "anthropologists ignore the major 
transformations, the big problems. They also don't look at what's 
happening outside the community which they're studying. " 

We believe that much of the criticism and dismissal has come from 
the fact that nonanthropologists have often failed to understand the 
ways in which anthropologists nowadays are trying to use locality. 
The former often have the outmoded idea that an anthropological 
study based on a locality was associated with closed boundaries and 
with a reification of the ',:otion of community.69 In fact, we argue 
later that the anthropolOgIcal use of space contains a theoretical logic 
and only se~5'll}' toda15 Implies closed systems and esoteric findings. 
We also argue' that'the contemporary anthropological use of space 
and spatIal boundaries is no more and no less arbitrary than the 
conceptual management of space in other disciplines. 
. Anthropologists in the field have tended to surprise other academ
ICS, local people, and archivists with the doggedness with which they 
have pur~ued every lead that might provide infonnation on a partic
ular locality. When offered a newly discovered, I50-year-old census 
tract Or a 90-year-old infonnant from two parishes over, an anthro
pologist may only with reluctance pursue the lead, bemoaning all the 
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the ill luck that made such a document or such a person 
from his or her more immediate place.7o Local historians, 

ialhi';toriaJns, seem to have been less rigid. When there have 
for a particular locality, then materials from an adjacent 

nearby localities have been used. In producing one of the 
local studies at the parish level by a historian in Ireland, 

illro1utinejly used material from parishes all over County Cavan 
. parish of Killashandra.11 In historical sociology, another 
been followed: a sufficiently large political unit or region has 

'(jelm,:at,:d that, deliberately or not, obviated problems of data 

b:euniquLe (and seemingly neurotic) anthropological fixation on 
small-scale localities has a rationale that can be summarized 
. as contextualization and comprehensiveness. It has three key 

the intensive focus on the small scale allows a deep 
iers,tarLdulg of the phenomena being analyzed, and which consti-

true purpose of the study. This permits the inclusion of "real 
with an exploration of the interdependenCIes of SOCIO

patterning, economic conditions, and cultural belief. As the 
Birdwell-Pheasant and Gulliver in this volume illustrate, 

raise serious questions about the validity of conclusions based 
that have been drawn from larger and less contextualized 

§:i,j)()CIlm.entaIY or oral evidence from and about an adjacent 
is always only of limited utility because its sociological and 

, context is not known or only incompletely known and, 
its meaning cannot be adequately assessed and its implica

:entir1ely understood.73 

the focus on a particular place allows anthropologists to 
['lidl nIto a wider area as they follow the relevant processes, net-

or constraints outward from the particular locality. For ex
this volume, Silverman moves from Thomastown (inward 

up and down) to the appropriate arenas and levels, 
the processes of privatization in the inland salmon fishenes. 

Sy,cOlltr,ary to the popular image derived from an earlier anthro
anlthropolc.gi:'t today often varies the way in which local-

;'a,iliDLealted to the specific analytical interest being 
particular point. This has the effect of giving the 

t()\l,ol"gi"t's locality an organic, living quality; it also meanS that 
mthropol"gist is not analyzing it as a closed, insular system. 

choosing a small-scale locality, the anthropologist main
option of keeping the boundaries permeable because. an 
outward is manageable. Ironically, that other disCIplines 
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choose larger regions to study does not resolve the issue of bound
aries, permeability, or closed systems; it just hides the issue under the 
guise that a bigger area is a better area. For just as there are no closed 
localities, there are no closed regions; and just as there are no closed. 
regions, there are no closed nation-states. : 

Third, the anthropological use of little localities should allow for 
the explanation of phenomena. Indeed, anthropologists have often 
been criticized for not explaining why. Part of the problem is, of 
course, how causality is conceptualized;74 another part of the problem. 
IS that anthropologists have not been listened to. For insofar as it is 
the anthropologist who is closest to real people, events, and cultural . 
meanings; who has an intimate knowledge of so many interdependent 
variables; and who sees the intersection of structure and agency in 
action; then clearly those in the social sciences who seek historical 
explanation for the "big prClblems" should find some of what they 
want in historical anthropology. 

What this means, of course, is that anthropologists today seldom 
study a locality purely for its own sake-to do yet another stereotyp
ical, so-called community study or to provide even mOre descriptions 
of the esoteric minutiae of everyday life. It is equally important to 
recognize that any so-called local level is differendy defined, depend
ing on the particular anthropologist, the purpose of the study, and 
the availability of data sources. To take examples from historical 
anthropology, Cole and Wolf, the Schneiders, and Stoler each began 
their analyses at what geographers would call a regional level and 
then moved to smaller units as they traced out the logic of their 
parricular research problems.75 In contrast, other anthropologists be
gan more locally and expanded outward as the need arose, or as they 
moved between localities, or as they used comparative data from 
other localities.76 Therefore, it is crucial to recognize that no longer 
do the majority of anthropologists work with analytically closed, 
local systems. Indeed,. ",e argue that the contemporary concern with 
historical ahthropology is a definitive statement about the final demise 
of the primordial ;;'thropological notion that closed local systems can 
exist anywhere. By moving back in time, historical anthropologists 
discover that they are unable to find true begiunings for the phenom
ena that they are studying,'7 and therefore true boundaries in space.'8 

"Little localities" thus form a context within which "big" socio
logical and cultural problems can be investigated. For such big prob
lems or so-called major transformations as the rise of capitalism, .the 
founding of the modem world system, and the decline of the landed 
aristocracy had local manifestations and unintended as well as in-
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:lic:onse''IUl,n,:es that are visible only from a micro perspective. 
sociospatial networks that encompassed the globe had 

naJL'll')U'" within local places. 
that localities are where networks intersect was suggested 
by Wolf: "Communities which form parts of a complex 
... be viewed no longer as self-contained and integrated 

their own right. It is more appropriate to view them as the 
llit,=tini of a web of group relations which extend through 
in"dlate levels from the level of the community to that of the 

Since then, however, it has proved exceedingly difficult to 
:ep'tu,ili.2:e and to elaborate on this multidimensional idea.8o Thus, 

'W·years later, in 1985, when Carol Smith criticized the anthropo
of the world systems approach in which all local change 

as exogenous, she asked, once again, "How does one 
and analyze a dialectical process that involves the articulation 

diJ'ferent layers in a multi-layered system?" Smith's solution was 
an:uy:ze "structures that mediate between the local community and 

system." 81 Indeed, the concept of "mediation" has perhaps 
most fruitfully used over the years to cope with this dilemma 

layers, and local termini; and often it has been used in 
analyses. 82 However, the dilemma remains, as does the fact 

nodes, ., and what happens there, are crucial and somehow 
treated as such. The Catholic Church in Ireland, for example, 

is) both international and local, as was the operation of the 
of economic relations. Conversely, that Thomastown's farmers 
to Brussels as part of an Irish agricultural lobby was an 
of local networks engaging the world system. Particular 
then, were-and continue to be-where such myriad net

intersected and where the effects can be clearly traced. The 
level thus is a context for testing ideas, for generating new 

tOrJpretatiorls, and for developing new hypotheses. Local case stud
:;diler'ef'lre, can provide the framework for comparative analyses in 

important, though, is the fact that the response and actions 
a myriad of local places propel the so-called big processes and 
transformations. 83 To say this does not of course resolve the 

,robleIDS of conceptualization that have plagued all disciplines. How
this does mean that the experiences of localities must be made 

:ongnlerlt with the findings of the macro-oriented people from other 

with roots in a local unit, anthropologists find it possible, 
les,m.D"', and necessary to analyze large-scale processes. By locating 
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in a local place. an anthropologist not only achieves expertise i.'1. 
problem at a manageable and contextualized local level but also 
use this as a base for casting both the spatial and conceptual net 
broadly. Thus do anthropologists adjust the boundaries of their 
spatially and/or conceptually as they explore the local ma,nifestati(ms, 
of big processes and networks. An excellent example of the kind 
contribution that can be made with this strategy has been in the study 
of local-level political economy of the past two decades, which 
done much to explain the nature of agrarian transformation-both 
the present and in the past, in Europe and elsewhere. There is now a 
vast amount of literature telling us, for example, how-and why
peasants become (or do not become) proletarians. We have learned 
that this process has not been a simple one; it has had numerous, 
permutations, depending on particular contexts and on how the groups 
were demarcated and the processes conceptualized in the first in-, 
stance. This literature provides an excellent example of what can be 
the anthropological contribution to the big problems, dealing as it ' 
does with big political-economic processes in the context of open, 
little 10calities.84 

How does this fit with the "big problems" that have formed the 
basis of Irish historiography? How do we, as historical anthropolo
gists, fit in? As historical anthropologists working in Ireland-or 
indeed in any state with an extensive and entrenched historiographic 
tradition-we believe that we must address Irish history and histo
riography. However, we do not believe that this reqnires us as an
thropologists either to write local histories to provide data for histo
rians or to rewrite national history. The former would have little 
analytical utility and would be of limited interest, whereas the latter " 
is buried under too much interpretive argument, ideological debate, 
and hegemonic construction. Equally important, and perhaps as a 
result, is our recognition that. in the Irish context, so-called national 
history has consistently failed to engage the fact of local experiences 
and local histories. qne historian put it as follows: , 

Almost universally, Irish historians have been guilty of what is best 
termed the "fallacy of cross-grouping." That is, almost all groups 
within Irish society, even deviant and dissident groups. have been 
studied in terms of the nation-state or the national culture. . .. Unfor
tunately. this perspective . . . has woven yet another deep-running 
fallacy into Irish historiography, namely an ethnomorphism wherein 
the entire nation has been conceptualised in terms of the Dublin admin
istrators. Historians of Irish life in the nineteenth century, even the 
most nationalistic, have taken the same viewpoint as the former British 
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in Dublin in emphasising p<:.ttems discernible only from 
By focussing upon national patterns of govem

~;~:!~:::I: administration, we have wrongly projected upon 
II the belief that national concerns, not local issues, 

the forefront ofIocaI consciousness.85 

time, national historians have constructed a past that 
~re,d;t:b.eloc;allevel and has formed the lenses through which 
iRloC'aJ'pIaces see and in tum interpret their own local expe~

resuIt is that complex inside views of the past coeXlst 
I 'd . 87 nd'afifect, our comp ex outSI e perspectlves. 

the obvious. events in a locality such as Thomastown 
in -a vacuum but in response to events elsewhere and to 
opportunities. and ideas coming not only from ~ore 

role,rels but also from other localities. For example, the senes of 
after 1880 that progressively gave Thomastown farmers 
of the land on which they had been tenants owed very 

:vtc)Vanvthing that Thomastown people did. The sources were in 
Dublin, and other parts ofIreland. At the same tin:e, Thom
tenant farmers obtained their farms not at the natlOnailevei 

local level,88 in interaction with particular landlords and 

~[:~;::~in~;t~h~~e context oflocal political, agroeconomic, and cul
'a Such local conditions subsequently played a large 

affecting the success of farm reproduction over 6me. The 
of these successes and failures from varymg, d,verse, and 
localities was later aggregated into a unified and homoge-

'''V'I'';"h agricultural history that couId say little abo.ut what had 
happened in Thomastown and about the condinons that had 

the aggregated patterns.89 Moreover, the culmination of 
historians have seen as the "revolutionary" event that 

, ' so-called peasantry had little meaning in Thomastown.90 In 
most farmers were scarcely aware, first, that they had recently 

, a last payment to the Land Commission and, second, that this 
" farmers unencumbered tenure for the first time in over seven 

years. As another example. marriage and reside~ce patt~ms 
been the grist of many a historical mill. Yet mamage chOlces 

at the local level, not at the national or regional level at 
generalized patterns have often be~n discerned;91 .and. such 
have been very much subject to pnor household histones as 

as to particularly local socioeconomic and local demographic 
92 

:oncl1tlOlthis'S,. means is that any national history has to be perceived as 

: , 
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constructed partly from, and therefore made congruent with, 
astown history and the histories of many other local levels. 
are arguing that locality-based history must be taken as a 
block of national history and that historians must account 
"dependency" of national history upon local histories!' 
they must simultaneously confront their own past and the 
constructions of their own making. 94 

At the same time, it is essential to recognize that the 
anthropological endeavor is not to provide grist for Irish 
As a participant aptly said during the conference, "I don't 
work as an effort to fill in the gaps in Irish history." 
historical anthropologists working in Ireland we believe 
history and histOriography require work to which historical 
pologists can make a contribution. However, historical antruml'o 
in Ireland has its own past, its own present, and its own 
which makes it distinct from that of Irish historiography. 
portant, it links historical anthropology in Ireland, via the 
cultural tradition of anthropology in general, to the hi"tOlcic:~: 
thropology currently being done, and that has been done, in 
cultures, societies, and periods. 

Historical Anthropology as a Strategy for the Past: From the 
the Commentaries, and the Anthropological Present 

In approaching the past, anthropologists have brought with 
distinctive cross-cultural tradition rooted in the academic and 
history of the discipline, in the personal and professional 
its practitioners, and in the internal differences-both th"Ol,eticai 
empirical-that always have characterized, and continue to 
"doing of anthropologJr." The intellectual heterogeneity 
pology in both the past amd the present has centered on 
domains that, J!ke hydra's head, cannot be laid to rest. Issues 
time, voice, ';aiid power have been carried forward from our 
tual past into our present. These issues continually emerged 
discussions at our conference, they underlie the papers in the 
and they thread through the growing body of literature in 
anthropology. 

SIL VERMAN: What ... is the anthropological approach to 
past? Why are we different? 
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do field work. We engage the present with the 

case material to build theory. 
. We look at the past to explain the pre-

.. do ethnographies of the past. 
!,'.J~hrough ethnohistory, we have a long tradition of 
'J';:lIlthr,op,oIc,gy. Yet today, it's different; what is it in 

a strategy for the past. 
R"i. ",h"t is the strategy? 

pollogists have a compelling sense of place" is very much 
,e1rist:ori.~ case studies in this volume. For anthropolo

in Ireland, this "sense of place" probably derived 
,,:,,;,, .• tiv,,. that resulted when they confronted a settled 

fixed property matrix in both the past and pres~nt; 
anthropology in Ireland with its notions of traditIon 

and, most important, from a more general and 
rvtetld,:ncy within anthropology, and historical anthro-

'. locality as a central fulcrum: the "local is interesting 
. it offers a locus for observing relations.,,9S At the 

g';'M'",.,< in this volume illustrate that the ways in which 
conceptualized and organized can differ dramati-

[i',mthrc3p"Ic'gy there are ethnographers who have been 
cultu.ral construction of particular places, of par

= __ 1'" from the margins of Western Europe (e.g., 
Shetland Islands),96 Parman [in a "Gaelic-speak

:ODlID.unity ... on the island of Lewis in the Scottish 
Ennew [also in Lewis)"') are examples of 

1ll .. th"l:lDtlSn Isles to construct the historical bases for a 
',nifllumil-:y." What is interesting about these studies, and 

similar is that the localities were designated as 
as such by the people living there, by emigrants 

.by the tenets of certain dependency theories: In 
was seen as a "community of the penph-

",nth"opol"gis!S were concerned to explore the cultural 
cmarg:in:ilityand to learn, therefore, how meanings about 
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the present were constructed using notions about the past. 
studies fall into the genre we have called the mthropology _rL: •.• ~ 

According to Parmm, the "position talcen in this book is that 
and myth should be compared not for their factuality but for 
meaning. That is, history should be intepreted not as a rec:ocelin! 
what 'really' happened but as a cultural construction that is 
ful in the present to the people interpreting the past." 99 

This kind of approach contrasts sharply with that taken by 
authors of the case studies in the present volume md therefore 
their conceptualizations and uses of locality. Peripherality, in ... 
ethnographic cases here, is never taken as a fixed condition but 
aspect that alters in time. As a result, cultural constructions 
are treated as temporally specific, partial, and variable. Ethnograllh 
in the present volume therefore refute the idea that there is a 
,,?y based inevitability about the seeming peripherality of little 
tIes. Instead, they treat peripherality as depend,,"t on the h;,t",i~ 
trajectory of the so-called geography of domination. 100 Clearly, 
the case studies presented here lem more toward the historical 
that we have called "historical ethnography." 

Interestingly, several contributors to this volume explicitly 
fieldwork sites in order to confront conventional assumptions 
place. At the conference, Birdwell-Pheasmt explained how 
posefully went to the west ofIrelmd-to a prosperous farming 
to provide an alternate view to the dominant stereotype of 
as poor md marginal. Silverman and Gulliver mose the soutl,eaS1:" 
similar reasons: to show "another Ireland"-without its ste:re"t'j'p 
accoutrements of poor people and so-called traditional culture. 

None of the papers in this volume, then, is concerned 
marginality of local places or with the historical cOllStrU(:tie,n 
culture of fixed marginality. Instead, the meanings ass:ociat<,d.V: 
place are se,," as mmgipg over time; perhaps more 
central feature of the ,cases is that they all look to a wider 
analytical !,ontext wjtlilln whim local memings were gerler:.teci. 

Vinc,,"t's essay~is concerned with the morality offarnine 
and the culture of dearth as these were rooted in a "culture of 
borhood" in County Fermanagh. However, Vincent makes 
this culture was hierarchically organized and that "the neigllb(Jrblo 
did not conform to a fixed space. Instead, the culture of 
hood was linked to the structure ofImdholding md to the 
microeconomies of two different regions on either side of 
Erne. 

Vincent's inductive construction of localness, which she 
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tliteri:us, contrasts with those contributors who se
then defined an analytical problem. Gulliver and 

Liltf.b"th are concerned with testing "received wis
nnCIIILgs of other researchers. Gulliver confronts so
ist"ri,cal conclusions about the relationships between 
f"'mlers and about the political roles that shopkeep

and nationalist protest. Birdwell-Pheasant con-
tatiions' about the "stem family" concept in the Irish 

. Gulliver uses data from the parish of Thomastown, 
ilny; Bird'we:ll~Phea"ant uses data from twenty-six con

in. County Kerty. In both cases, particular locali-
C(lIlte:", within which models and hypotheses are tested 

and 'economic processes are investigated. 
Sthleranthr'opol()gical essays in the volume provide addi

O[i:~~~:~~~ locality in the context of historical ethnog-
6: the relationship between meming and power 
~';,".n+competing religious discourse found in southwest 

in the middle to late nineteenth century. His concern 
on "popular Catholicism" and on the "devotional 
was occurring at the time throughout Ireland. For 

,tv ,.. broad and general "region" within which his 
itet:esl:s.c:anbe pursued. Yet he remains very much rooted 

nineteenth-century organizational context (of new 
,;a,ldag"o,ialted class structure) and the devotional bases 

ietjr'(j'ooused on holy wells) were very much part of a 
nslo.c:on.t.,'t. Taylor'S description would not fit most of 

the time. 
Silverman begins with a smaller place

:Mhlrltelrl""d of Thomasto'll':tl on the river Nore. She 
~e variems classes that were represented in order to de

prcoc,:gs.---c.f encroachment md protest-by which 
ng:ri:ghlts of private property gradually criminalized the 
:onrim.on right to fish during the nineteenth century. She 

iaettlo'", spatially, as it waxed and waned over the century, 
'o",":ar,'er and smaller spaces at different times md for 

historical ethnographic case is rooted in a 
is done with place-md how it is defined-varies. 

lov,,",,\'er, reifies a particular locality by malcing it synony
llc<orrun·Llllity. Indeed, in a conference session, participants 

ae:onlm.unity is not a place but m ideological construct. 
not surprising that no one talces a place or locality as 
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the object of analysis. Instead, locality is a flexible context for 
analysis of historical problems, while peripherality, when ad(ttesse,:!, 
~s trc:ated as a historical question requiring investigation and not as 
mevltable state of being a small place. 

Locality, Holism, and Narrative Sequences in Past Time 

A corollary oflocality in anthropology has been the notion ofholislTI 
If the place was small enough, then it seemed self-evident to 
mthropologists that everything that was relevmt should be m,:lUljed 
and that nothing should be omitted, even if its significance was not 
immediately obvious. When this mthropological view is associated 
with a time sequmce, m inherent problem emerges: historical 
nography may get lost in its own dmsity. 

In studying the past, the importmce of presenting a sequence 
events over tIme--a narrative in consecutive order a chrolno:lo@;y--c' 
can be of central importmce. This is different fro;" the trequ("'~ly 
used anthropological method of delineating a series of C011Secutive 
trme periods and presenting an ethnographic snapshot of each. 
strategy stopped the chronology at different times, so that a de,scrip
tron, however complex or analytical, could be inserted. 102 LUIOtner 
contemporary textual method has bern to subordinate chronology 
the multIfaceted aspects of a parncular cultural or social form 
ritual, political movement, resistance. system of oppression). 
such a strategy, historical md cI1ronological transformations in 
form have bern traced by focusing, separately, on the various aSI,ects 
that comprised it (e.g., symbol, meaning, structure, agency, 
relatIons). Then the conjunctnres-the various transformations in 
various aspects-have bern brought together md desctibed.103 A'" 
textual strategy has been tc;> specify a period in the past md to show' 
t~e various sociopolitic~ a~d cultural strands that comprised or 
tnbuted to \he"chronqIegy. 04 What happens, though, whm the 
nography itself is a series of chronological evrnts md not a descrip'" 
tion of relations within one or several time periods Or a description 
events/time within a sociocultural form? In other words how cm the 
historian's use of narrative be combined with the an~hropological' 
notion of holism? 

In the essays by Vincent and Silvermm in the present volume, 
combmatron of chronology md holistic ethnography threatms to 
become overwhelming. Silverman originally set out to describe the ' 
nature of protest among salmon fishers against the privatization of 
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fiSheries along the river Nore at Thomastown in the nine
CeJOt1:lry. Her concern was to link Thomastown to social his

lit,,,a·ture on peasant and working-class protest. How
iD.orl~arrizjng her data, what slowly began to emerge was a 

complicated story of a process that had both local 
origins. This process generated varying responses from 
class segments that in tum affected the patterning of 

tiz"ticm while simultaneously stimulating new local responses, 
and meanings. To tell this stOry, Silverman has to present 

chronologies across several axes simultaneously: socio
as individuals acted as parts of particular groups or class 
at varying times; spatially, as the action moved back and 

"b,:t:"I>reen different places and localities in the river system; and 
ifiltionaJUy; as the process moved through and into differmt are

law and policy, fisheries policy and administration, and the 
layers of the legal system. Telling this complicated story, 

the chronology, creates a paper that several confermce 
E1i:Cip,ants described as "dense. " 
T>~. ___ had earlier mentioned, in relation to Vincent's paper, the 

in trying "to layer the analysis," for Vincent too has to 
multiple strands of data as she links changes in the culture of 

locality with several simultaneous and overlappmg se-
:noes"or events-in a local meeting. in the economy of the region, 

politics of colonial and capitalist domination. She also has 
among actors located-sometimes simultaneously in terms 
interests and roles-in rural townlands, Enniskillen town, 
and London. 
Vincmt and Silverman are able to grasp the complexity of 
because both are rooted in a locality and committed to hol
these same features strain the narrative mode as both grapple 

, the logistical problems of presenting numerous and simulta
agmts, and meanings within a linear tale. Silverman 

",lamled at the conference that she still had left out important things, 
the microsociology of the fishers and the wider political 

of the working class of which they were part. Vincent 
",htin,:d that she had barely touched upon the complexity of the 

process among the varying groups-gmtry, bourgeoisie, 
P'OOcSa11try, and laboring poor. Samuel Clark, a historical sociologist, 

the omissions were serious: Vincent should have included 
die po,lities of the landlords and the British administration, and Silver

was reminded that much of the impetus underlying privatization 
"not local" and should have been pursued. 
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Thus, the commitment to anthropological holism in the cor,te':t: 
locality and in association with the need for a sequential 
strains the narrative mode at the same time that the anl:hr,op"log 

" ~ust leave out what others regard as the "important 
IS, therefore, an inherent tension between three key tea,tlll:es'-lO"'tlJ.~ 
holism, and narrative sequence-which together comprise one 
of doing historical ethnography. 

"Being There": Engaging the Present with the Past 

Taylor's essay in this volume is concerned with the "pro(:e.,;es! 
which a text was responded to by listeners" and the fields 
that were generated in the process. He is concerned not with, 
prod~ction and transmission of culture but with its reception. 
descnbed at the conference how fieldwork alerted him to this 
While in Donegal, he heard people telling stories Over tea. 
there allowed him to juxtapose the teller with the story itself:' 
story was a lived experience for the narrator, and Taylor was 
learn what the editing was, to hear different interpretations, 
begm to understand that in southwest Donegal, stories and 
h~d become a way by which people supported varying 
VIewS. They did this by sustaining multiple, and often c011tr;ldi,otOJ 

, religious discourses. In addition, being there allowed Taylor to 
ognize the importance of many of the elements that cOml)risedl:l 
content of the narratives: holy wells, for example, 
Important part of many stories, were peripheral in space and in 
Catholic discourse; however, they were central places and ke,v".r 
Uve components in the local life that Taylor encolll1tered. 

Contemporary fieldwork thus underlay Taylor's approach 
past: the experience alerted him to the importance of particular 
ICal texts; it made him query how these were connected to the 
processes within. the church at the time; and it led him to ex:ploret 
more gener>J arid the6ri:ticallink between meaning and 
ume. In other words, it was fieldwork that led Taylor to 
texts, a research question, and a theoretical problem. 

Although Taylor's field experience enabled him to rec:ognize, 
importance of discourses in the past, the "more common anlthr"I 
logical experience of "being there" has been that the anthI'opok'g 
was inspired or impelled to move back in time in the effort 
sense of the present. All the anthropologists writing for this 
had done "fieldwork" in their areas, and all were concerned to 
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the present-if not in the case studies in the volume, 
in the long-term development of their projects. Indeed, 

the fact of being there allowed anthropologtsts to 
past in the first instance. This was not simply because 

used or were interested in oral accounts of the past; It 
many documents on and from the past were "purely 

ffi . G 105' in an old cupboard of a village 0 ce m uyana, m 
II ci! . S . 106 

current president of the vi age cou~ . ~ pam, ~r 
drawer of a sideboard in a farmer 5 livmg room ill 

:en,erally, this linking of the past with the present seems to 
tly'a:[ltirrc'pc.logi(:al. '08 It marks an essential difference be
:hr"pe)logy and social history; it also contains certain dan

his,tOIiarLS, said Rogers at the conference, do not use the 
apart from oral historiarLS, they do not interview ~e 

~eeXI)fesse,d a historian's dismay at the way anthropologtsts 
aJ:tes;tirnony about the past. He recalled an incident at the 
:",'w~,en an anthropologist, in answer to a question as to how 

n',:mece of information, said, more or less, "Mrs. Murphy 
astounded him, said Rogers, was not just the state

all the anthropologists arolll1d the table simply nodded 
He argued that for a historian dealing with a document, 

iii,:cept>,bl,o. "There must be a critical interrogauon of the 
information cmnot simply be used. Rogers was 

Y:~heanlmropolc.g"sts that it was known who Mrs. Murphy 
interests and concerns were, the nature of her social 

f,al'milie,u, and so on. Therefore, the anthropologists claimed 
had said had a material context that gave her informa
validity as a document properly interrogated and con

d;,:Ro,gers remained lll1convinced, and he remained lll1com
materials. "I would feel better if I could hear the 

"or if your field notes were in a public archive instead 
(p,ersonal filing cabinet, sO that they could be rechecked." 

Gulliver "but when that archive is at the other end of 
[~n)erhaIPS req:nring months to obtain research permission 

archive, it surely is ouly tokenism amongst histo-
the,de'Cllment is presumed to be available to others." ~ 

concede, however, that anthropologists are "allead of \ 
;;i,!becalJse they are concerned with how things were told ! 

simply with the truth or falsity of information.
t09 

At V 
. he pointed to a potential danger. Because anthro
do history in order to project backward, he suggested 
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that they may unduly emphasize continuities and cultural re,;1.I1"nc:e 
instead of ruptures. We would add that it may lead anlthropl)log;s,ts 
to ignore the historical trajecrory caused by the dialectic between 
two. 

In fact, backward projections in historical ethnography aJr,eadlv 
have yielded studies of continuity. For example, Behar responded 
earlier studies of social change in Spain by focusing on history 
continuiry. She wrote: "For the most part, anthropological ac(:ounts 
of rural life in Spain have been studies of contemporary social ch:m@;e 
rather than studies of long-term cultural continuity.""o She 
tributed the concern with chmge to conditions within the vllla~e 
itself during the 1960s md 1970s--emigration, new agricultural 
nology, decline offormal religion. However, when she arrived in 
1980s, "things had chmged to a point where one could take a 
perspective On village life." She therefore "set [herJself the task 
seeking out those aspects of the old rural culture that had endured; 
that had not been lost in the midst of chmge. "111 Behar thus 'h'~;"" 
"long-term persistence" and how the people "forged m adaptation 
the profound social, economic md political changes that are so often 
assumed to have destroyed the old agrarian ,regime." 112 

For Behar and others, linking the past with the present while 
history became a study in continuity.l13 For some, such co:ntinui:ry 
also was linked to the ever-present cultural anthropological idea 
adaptation. There is, of course, nothing inherently inappropriate 
seeking out persistence. The danger lies in positing dichotomies 
in studying one side of them (e.g., persistence as opposed to ch,mg;e; 
continuiry as opposed to discontinuity). It also lies in assuming 
the present, because it exists, must be linked to a continuous past; 
Moreover, the danger lies in seeing "social chmge" (discontinuiry)as 
the opposite of "history" (continuiry) md in challenging old snldil" 
of sociocultural chmge by'c!oing new studies of historical cOlntUluity. 
As Salllins most usefully noted, it is unecessary md erroneous to 
up a dichotoxny.of chalf/se md continuiry as if there had to be 
one or the other, but 'not both. Clearly, what results is a coml)le)(:: 
amalgam: the more things chmge, the more they stay the same; md 
the more they stay the same, the more they chmge. Moreover, 
subtle synthesis in my particular period md context calls for ca.e!Xu 

scrutiny, but we must always remember that this is not the end 
story (it might be thought of as only a chapter), for the story contine, 
ues and requires persisting attention. 1l4 

A related danger when mthropologists link the present with 
past is that they do a kind of Whig history-with its interest 
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and with its projection of contemporary structures and ideas 

into time. Said Lamphere: 

isn,~,~~::~~~'r'.~.~;n~ot to project present-day analysis into. the past .in 
)~ manner. In other words, the strategies of resis-

that I isolated in a contemporary apparel plant ma~ lead ~~ ~o 
for similar strateg'ies during the I920S and I93~S, but It wou e 

'\ppr<)priate to suggest that these particular strategIes were used. . . . 
"' el 115 :brltrnluil'Y occurs at a more abstract lev . 

E. P. Thompson's review of Macfarlane's study The 
of Ralph Josselin is an example of the kind of cnnque that 

methods may engender among historians for what 
froPOal<p)@e;icu,calliarlyanthroPoIOgicalrypeofso-called WhIg history. 

::,:""thrOI)ol'Dgi.sts not only work with the present of theIr own 
place and therefore run the danger of extrapolanng pres

rrleanlllgs onto the past but they also work with cross-cultural 
is with the present of other places, which 

derived perh;ps from their own experiences, but more 
, . f II Thus Thompson wrote from the ethnographies 0 co eagues., . 

:av!acfarlarle's study: "It is by no mems self-evident tha; studie~ 
Religion md of The Sherpas of Nepal cm serve as ::'~~~ 

'i'"Ulldel:st,m(iin.g funeral rites in seventeenth-century Essex. e 

disci line of history is, above all, the discipline of context; .eac~ 
b
p O'iven meaning only within an ensemble of other mearungs, 

can e~~ . 1 . al t" n be taken 
, . it is most unlikely that any "SOCIO ogIc concelan c~) , 

from twentieth century suburbia (or from Me esla t~ seven
England since the concept itself must be modified and 

ite,:ntll-C
b
'''e'f"oUrJ0'e it will b~ appropriate to the ensemble of 17th-century 

mearuJogs 117 

then as anthropologists approach the past, they ~ould do 
to I;ave behind their well-worn dichotomy of contulUlty as 

. discontinuity, md they must tread carefully when carrymg 
onloep'ts from place to place, cross-culturally. Yet most mthropolo

disagree with Thompson's embargo on cross-cultural 
For he ignored the extent to which mthropologlsts are 

,elf~itical in their application of concepts cross-cultural1,Y. He also 
th fact that there are different levels of abstracnon among 

gnOI<:Q c~ncepts md different degrees of precision in theIr use. The 
"lthr'Dpol,)gicai . f "I' cage" is of a dIfferent order from a <lJ. notlOn 0 ill 
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"political game" and both are very different kinds of concepts from 
that of, say, "power." 118 

What all this means is that a historical anthropology must be 
on a critical awareness of how the past is being conceptualized-that 
there are problems inherent in endeavors to link the present with the 
past, from efforts to use experiences of "being there" as a historical 
tool, and from anthropology's essential cross-cultural outlook, 
rience, and assumptions. 

The Dearth of Data from the Past Time: 
Temporal and Analytical Boundaries 

Although the experience of being there was central for the anthropol_ 
ogists in this volume, both Taylor and Gulliver expressed great frus
tration about the limitations of data when approaching the past. at 
the three historical texts that he used, Taylor admitted to having 
different degrees of success in describing their effect in past time; 
Similarly, in his analYSis of shopkeepers, Gulliver bemoaned the pau-" 
city of data prior to the late nfueteenth century. He commented wryly 
at one point: "Do you realise that no one today even knows what the 
inside of a shop looked like in Thomastown in "900!" 119 

The dearth of ethnographic data is clearly exacerbated by the an" 
thropological rootedness in locality. Indeed, this can directly affect 
the defInition oflocality. For example, in Peletz's historical ethnog
raphy of Malay kinship, he necessarily focused-given the aVailability 
of data on the past time-on the district for the nfueteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, but he concentrated on "his village" for the 
period after independence in 1957. '20 This kind of changeover may be 
inevitable, even though it may distort the analysis. In addition, be
cause there is more contextualized data for a smaller locality in the 
recent past, social and culturai. structures in the more distant past may 
look more hOJ.l1ogeneousfand more normative, whereas those of the 
more recent past··and pr"esent may appear more heterogeneous, mOre 
Optative. 

At the conference, Rogers expressed concern at the kinds of tem
poral boundaries drawn by the five anthropological case studies: all 
are located in the nfueteenth century and later. Was this, he asked, 
because they felt they had to engage the present with the past and this 
temporal boundary represented the absolute outer limit of human Or 
cultural memory? Was it because the anthropologists wished to give 
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dimension to a contemporary analysis and ther~fobre onlY
e .) cesary> Was It ecaus far back (about four generatIons as ne . . d> 

the documents that survived were fro:;; ~::;~:o' picked 
"> these questions, the answers were ylos', If "fields of 
: .. . h c mmenting on Tay or s paper. 
.' questIO~ n:e'~:e~e differentiating in the late nineteenth cen-

expene k ut the temporal roots of this it not relevant to see 0 ~ 
'.H f: b ck did the anthropologist need to go. 

ow ar a . . linked to how far the anthro-h swer to this questIon IS F 
t e an . h d a th of data from the past. or a 

can go ~ack, gIven tee r able to construct a detailed 
"Alpine village, Rosenberg was .122 Nettin with 
hi from the mid-seventeenth century, g,. 

story h d I y had systematIc lilterest in historical demograp y an eco og,. ill .123 

"ulati,on data from 1700 onward for his Swiss Alpme v) aLge, _ 
p all (S' populatIon I 300, Ison Behnonte de los Cab eros pam, h' be 

h "£i 1550 the history of t e town can 
noted t at a ter . f the parochial ar-satisfactorily in the manuscnpts 0 

in his study of ideology in the circumcisi?,n .ritual o~ 
(Madagascar) Bloch was able to look at the history 0 

"\1,enna , b d back almost two ' . h 'th difficulry can e trace . , w~~ , WId thi Bl ch'did not focus on a "littlelocahry,' 
years. To 0 s, 0 . in to do Ilongot 

used colonial sources. Rosaldo, m attempt" g . " pushed 
. all residential groups and natIve stones, uSIng sm 

the late I880s, although 

.. f h ast before 1905 is based on what Lakay 
reconstltutlOn 0 t e . b . ~ f what their parents or grandparents 
his age-mates remem er:n °these received memories were lists of 
told them long ago. ~~u d r d stories about the sources of kin-

names w~ere peep e J::a d veLllc Lakay and the others, I have no and epIsodes from leu s. e . . . 125 
access to the early. . . past. 

". . dies may be related to two fea-
differences between these stu b t "peasantries'" the latter 

h graphies were a ou , 
the former et no I cated where there were "'bal" les The fonner were 0 1 

about ~ .peo
p

.. h latter were not. These features a so 
l'-depl:h archIVes, m Europe, t ~ stud that was done. While Rosen-

to have affected the kind 0 y d d' political economy and 
narrative history groun em. 

produced a . d kinshi analysis over three centunes, 
Nettirlg gave an ecologIcal.an'

d 
I p d the cultural constructIOn 

and Rosaldo dealt WIth 1 eo ogy an . 
,ritual and warfare, respectively, over a far shorter tIme. 
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Thus, a series of interco d £ 
the kinds and quantity of da~::~ th ea7,res seems to affect 
aries in time. Very schematicall e~e Ore to ConditIOn Our 
occurring continua. y, this can be represented 

data SOurces 
society type 
place 
temporal boundaries 

in depth archives ______ _ 
no state peasants ______ _ 

E 126 stateless 
urope - early colonized _ late 

early ame _________ _ 

~~~e:a~:~ t::I:e~:,a::a~::::~f data constrains the 

spa~e and affects OUf mode ~f analYSi:~n;~~~: condit~ons Our ~ 

~:~~d~:~h:;a::f::~:~:h~:~:~ ~~:~:~~ef:~~~!~~:e the 
on temporal and spatial boundaries are experienc~d sso ese 

:;:~:~g~n ~~:t::: ~~a:yal~:: ;~:: ;:,ay be und~rtakCe,on'"'. 'tnUnI" 
oppos d t cul n SOCloeconorruc relati,ons 

. e 0 tural forms and whether it can .' 
history-demograph kin h' . move toward 
transformation wil{de e~ IP, mto political .economy, or into 
abilit f d P d on the constramts created by the 

y °c ata On the past and on the temporal and spatial h01lnclaJ 
we set. onverse1y of COUfS . t· . ..... 
in anthro .' . e, 1 IS ImpOrtant to realize that 

g pologlcallnterests-in the context of th k' d f 
are accessIble-will affect how we bound both ti:'e :d 0 . 
e:xample, If. the anthropologist's concern is, sa , . 
SlS, then this may constrain the tem oral anI . . 
according to the availability of d p d lor spaaal bOI"n(ia 
longer ran e of" a equate ata. If the concern is 

eqUiV~ent,g this ~~\~c:u~~c~~,:~:;~yce~:~;e:::erialS .. < 

;:ray ow a more thorough study of CUltural meanin ; 127 . 

s;::a~_:~:;::':~~~:~~~tula::s :ausal relationships amo:g' data 
In suggesting tW- :Jp, nd theoretlcal-empmcal interests. 

s, ~e- are aWare that we underemphasize the 

Data 
~Space 

Time 

~ Mode OfArlal,rS' 

(kind and quantity) 
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,ersoln! histories and theoretical predilections on anthropo-
128 The schema therefore shows only what may be 

DalrticJUI:.r contexts; it does not define what anthropologists 
However, it does make explicit the fact that some of 

~j"'ti(;al predilections may be less a product of choice and a 
ignorance of-"the other" than a product of happen

~!".,ne:c",;slt'y. If so, it may make us less ctitical of those 
!lolgists'Nho choose to do history somewhat differently. 

, in the present volume, which reflect Irish historical 
today, incorporate the preceding constraints" possibili

;~~~:.~~~;~ Irish historical materials are heavily weighted 
ii century and later. 129 Moreover, for the period after 
b~c:onles possible to interconnect different data sources. For 
,);' ..• _ .• records begin to intersect witilland records, and both 

the 1901 and 19II household (census) returns. In addi-
can be linked to newspaper reports that increasingly 

,concerned with local news and events after 1850.130 

1980s, elderly people could remember back to the turn 
,All this probably has conspired to locate historical 

Ireland. and perhaps elsewhere, in the more recent 
anthropologists have explicitly connected with the 

."being there. " 
this more fully, it is useful to look at how the deartil of 

its"reiatiion to tile themes of continuity and discontinuity 
!'1,mil'esl,ed in adjacent disciplines. In this volume, Smyth, 
g"o!;raph,er, is concerned with reconstructing society and 

p'"tterns in seventeenth-century, pre-Cromwellian Ireland 
d",;cribing the processes of transformation that occurred as 

subsequent conquest. At the conference Smyth be-
e,elea'rm of data: he could never obtain tile ethnographic 

antilropologist would want and, apart from contempo
~£!~?~C" ,he had had to use the "documents of conquest"
:eal,D'H1le conquerors as they went about displacing and reorg

society. From tileir property surveys and tax records, 
"Srnv'th argued, a geographer could analyze "areal distribu

to understanding the process of change." The 
~C,fC:oDlqclest therefore could be made to speak to historical 
s~'''' ,u.u to deal with the pre- and postconquest periods 

two counties (Tipperary and Kilkenny), largely 
:Y,'welre the most completely documented, and he builds a 
~P~)!ogl<:s--ot ecological, cultural, and settlement varia-
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I:!0n-that capture regional differences within the two counties OIUrJmg 
th 'd131 

e ~reconquest peno. Most generally, the preconquest pr'OP,ertv 
matnx contamed thre~ types: 1) landOwning areas held by 

,}:.. old Engli~h. desce~t, linked to each other in a wide-ranging kin 
r:::l W, ,~contaml'.lg .. hierarch~, of towns, villages, and hamlets as part 

~~"" a con:merClalized w~rld (south and east Tipperary, County 
,;r. kenny), 2) areas orgarnzed by a hierarchy of Gaelic land units 

by kin and. p:mners (north and west Tipperary); and 3) buffer 
held by assImilating and modernizing Gaelic families. 

This typological strategy allows Smyth to move into the postc<)n~ 
quest period to show the process of social change-how the "rnalter:iaF 
bases for the old order were disrupted and, along with it, the 
ated settlement infrastructure." Tracing the distribution ofCronlwel_ 
lian-s~mames in both town and country after the conquest, vu'nu 

~mp01nts areas of continuity and discontinuity within the two 
~es:. places where villages disappeared counterpose areas where 
resIdual power of the older society remained" and where 

"villages pe~sist from the seventeenth century." 

In :u:alyzmg places and patterns of continuity and discOlltiIIUil:y;' 
Smyth IS clearly ~ware of the limitations of the typological aplprc)adii 
Imposed by the kind of data he has. Using a "time 1" and a 
contrast IS not the best way to- understand change. He also is a"'T,.," 
that. the dearth of data limits his ability to address the "local level" 
d,stinct from more regional ones. Yet Smyth maintains a <=oru" , 
balance in assessing continuities and discontinuities thereby ilhIstrat,": 
ing. that a dearth of data does not have to lead to a homogenization 
SOClal and cultural structures in the more distant past. . 

Moreover, if the documents of conquest Can be made to 
about the seventeenth century, what can they say to the present 
to. h,stoncal anthropologists working with materials more thana 
century older? If the rooteq"ess of certain economic formations 
accepted, can Smyth's analYSis provide a base for anth"oF)ol,ogicil 
studies in th.e ~ete~I)t1l: century and later? For can the', 
apparently unusual patterns that Gulliver traces among 
tow~'s shopkeepers be linked to the town's role as a node in the 

English trade network from the thirteenth century onward, a. ~:::~~~ •.• 
tha~ su:",ved-and indeed was enhanced by-the increased c 
~alizatIOn wrought by the Cromwellian conquest? Conference partic:~' 
Ipa'.lts agreed .that a link could be hypothesized if a very gClneI'al, 
notIon of COntInUIty were accepted. Yet they also were uneasy at 
c~nceptual and temporal leaps required-from the seventeenth to 
mneteenth centuries, from macropattems to microdata from 
distributions to social relations. The anthropolOgists felt 'P'''''", 
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and time; interestingly, Smyth and Clark-the historical 
and the historical sociologist-did not. Vincent argued 
more important for anthropologists to work from the 

backward. Birdwell-Pheasant agreed: "We do history to find 
really happened," she added. 132 It also was Birdwell~Pheas
most strongly supported the plausibility of the conjectural 
to the Gaelic past in her own analysis of early twentteth

household and kinship patterns. 
issue of continuity over extensive time periods will probably 
a point of great contention among historical anthropologists. 

example, in 1976, concerned the study by Schnelder and 
who--to the discomfort of many-traced cultural codes 

Roman times to the contemporary mafia. Yet cultural con
particularly, reputed "cultural survivals" and Her

idea of "old forms, new meanings"-are especially amena
.' in the long term; 133 social relations, culture practices, 
material conditions of life are less so, given the dearth of data. 

and Outside Voices: Contextualized Understandings 
1 AggI'egated Data 

, essay is a response to what others have written 
kinship in rural Ireland. She looks at the stem family "model" 

w._,,, Irish famIers have served as a classic.. ethnographic example 
W,:st,:rn European studies, and she tests its applicability in Bally

using data from the 1901 and 19 II census retu~s, par~chial 
. . land registrf records, and interviews. To do this she di;,des 

:.'nlo'lel into its "ideal" component parts-how It has been sald to 
ideally. She then compares this to what Ball~duff people have 
in relation to premortem property transmISSIon, male pnmo

and impartible inheritance, marriage patterns, three-genera
. residence patterns, and sibling dispersal. She finds what she 
a "flexible" condition in Ballyduff-a flexibility linked to a 

era.rctly of values held by Ballyduffpeople. With this hierarchy, and 
of economic and demographic realities, farmers have 

the transmission process as best they could-trying to hold 
to their primary goal of maintaining the fa~y on the farm 
aiming, secondarily, for ensuring fat~er-son mhen.tance, and 
for giving a start to as many of the children as possible. . 
range of patterns that Birdwell-Pheasant finds clearly raIses 

I);,<;sti,)ns about the use of rural Ireland as an archetype of the so
stem family. Perhaps mOst important, it suggests the impor-
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tance for anthropologists, when studying the past, of m,untaiI 
two key distinctions with which they generally are careful' 
using nonhistorical materials-that between (outsiders') m()dels:, 
(insiders') nOrms and that between insiders' norms (ideal) and 
ers' (real) behavior. Indeed, it has been the confusion among 
norms, and behavior that probably has created the archetype 
first instance: "We don't really know what we mean by the 
stem family," said Birdwell-Pheasant. "Is it a model? A '<C"U''': 

idea? And whose?" 

The issue of "whose" that Birdwell-Pheasant raised paralleJs'( 
liver's questions when he explores two generalizations aUVU'T 

shopkeeping that, like the archetype of the Irish stem ,aIlIIll','D 

been made by historical sociologists and historians and that hav 
accepted as "true." The generalizations are the fOllOwing: 
ers were (are) recruited from, and had (have) key links 
families; and shopkeepers always were (are) key activists and 
in nationalist and agrarian politics. 

These "truths" about shopkeepers have been put forward' 
merous studies. Virtually all of these used data aggregated for 
units (county, province, and/or state); they used data from 
sources (e.g., police reports of arrests, lists of county counClll 
and they used data that pertained to very different time peino,as 
events Or contexts after the mid-nineteenth century. Most 
the data were derived from documents that did not, and 
have a common definition Or understanding of what a 
was. 

In contrast to these studies, Gulliver works with 
documents and recollections from Thomastown. He looks 
decision-making preferences, real social networks, and re,:orne, 
litical participation. He also aims, despite the diffiCUlties, for 
ent use of the COncept of gqopkeeper. For shopkeeper was an 
category in Thomastown, and its application and usage 
plex--depen?i!1g-on si,ttiation, personal histOries, and h1s:toli"~) 
text. 134 If ThomastoWn is typical in this respect, it is unclear 
and what the historical sociolOgists and historians have ca,ug'",n 
net of aggegated data--derived not only from numerous 
times but also from contlating inside and outside categories 
combining such diverse terms as merchant, publican, trader, 
commerdal sector, townsman, employer, manager, contractor, 
class, and gombeenman. '3S Not surprisingly, Gulliver's llrlcungs; 
only a few exceptions, depart radically from the established 

Gulliver does not want to suggest that Thomastown was" 
typical 'or atypical. Instead, he argues for more local-level Or 
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associated with a greater sophistication in the use of 
. tions136-all in order to test properly the categonza h I Ii m 

45 

derived from historical ant ropo ogy, ro 
;"C()llC:lUaS"n()IdlSregionai trends, and from a historiograph

t 
thal 

large regions and in the seemmgly major po nca 

knowing about, particular contexts in orde~ to" use 
coherently are necessary lor rna. d h r king generalizatlOn~s 
the basis for cross-cultural companson; an. suc I 

an important goal for all conference partlClpants.
w has long been associated with anthropology. Ho 

the cross-cultural method to the past IS more comp 
apl,ly:ing it to the present. . . d 
liS(:USSlcm on Gulliver's paper, participants were mtngue 
,... I fi dings despite the problems of com panmilngJ!y unusua n , ted 

to explore possible explanations. It was sugges 
~i;Deg'm and relations in the southeast were different from 

. d thus constituted a dIfferent context for ~e"eIU regIons an h k 
was too "important" to be left to s op eepers 

said Silverman added that the large numbers 
have provided the main clientele of the shops: It was 

di · ht to move away from Interre-that scusslon oug . h 
the key factors were not rooted m t . e ea.st

npariSOIth"a-t·thha,ats permeated the comparative method m Insh 
:;'~,"-~" it was suggested that the key factors were located ill 

tusto":nes of particular localities-that IS, m preClsely 
. . I Ii 'ew when aggregated data from that were ost rom Vl . h 

d Participants then proposed ctiteria that nug t 
compare . . I Ii' d t par-. different ways-in parncular oca tIes an a . 

:~~ .. '- -, h Ii histories within whIch vananons create t e pecu ar 
might have occurred. These inclu~ed the presence or 

class and oflocal industry (milling,. tannmg, and, 
of the agricultural hinterland (farm SIZes,. extent 01 

\.fa:rrnun'l" cropping patterns, and so on); the availability ~f 
.. credit; the pattern of exchange WIthin and b -

patterns such as populanon sIze and 
H'e.pr<opc>rtion of shopkeee~s to other occupational groups 

)!i.caticons for recruitment, and so on. . . 
have changed over time in their r<:lanon to 

"", va.nC"leba1rl'''y the potential complexity of local histones IS 
. . variability clearly constituted, for parnCl-

. favor of more contextualized, local studies. On 
'g1lun'~ls'ot:e participants became uncomfortable with the 
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implications, for cross-CUltural comparison, of dealing so int:ensively 
with particular localities. Some suggested that the absence of a 
ciendy large, quantitative data base with which to test hY-POth,,.,,, 
would constrain comparison. Others added that the possibility 
"unique" findings for each locality would preclude comparison 
gether. 

This issue was not simply a division between quantitative 
qualitative approaches, nOr was it the issue of typicality. Rather; 
was how the comparative method could be used in the past 
Should it be based on the comparison of contextualized histories 
on the comparison of variables? The essays by both Gulliver 
Birdwell-Pheasant provide a combination of strategies, but there 
have been examples in historical anthropology that have aimed 
comparison using multiple contextualized places 137 Or time 
riods.

'38 
In addition, there have been those, largely kinship 

household, studies, that have focused more on the controlled cOmliai-
ison of variables.

139 
What all this suggests is that the strategy for: 

cross-cultural comparison in the past time can vary. However, to 
allow for the possibility of future comparisons among studies carried 
out hy different anthropologists, there must be a firm application 
the distinction between inside and outside categories and a contex
tualization_in time and Place-of all data, even those that are ,g'''''''-' , gated. 

Locality and the Wider Analytical Context: Time, Space, and 
Power in Cross-Cultural Perspective 

Ruane's essay in the present volume can be located in the preceding 
anthropological litany that the local level is rooted in a context thitt >, 
must be integrated into any ;malysis. 140 For one model of this wider '. 
context, colonialism, is explored by Ruane as he reviews the lit,era,Mee 
On Ireland's p'ast,and as~e;;ses the divergent opinions on, and varying 
usages of, the coloniaf theme. At the conference, Ruane argued that' 
colonial model could provide a "middle-range conceptualization 
level" in historical analyses. Suclt a level, he argued, Was m:Lsslng 
from contemporary studies of Irish historical processes eVen though 
it may have set key parameters as to how Irish SOciety in general, 
particular localities, developed over time. Ruane also argued that such 
a model might provide a unifying theme for all disciplines that 
the Irish past while providing a point at which the varying int:er"sts 
of different disciplines could meet and arriculate. At a minimum, 
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. -. . anthro 010 ists were to use their comparative 
,.,,,,,".',,.f'rlhistO~~!ls they tad ~o decide if the Irish past had par~el~ 

non~; este~. colonized contexts in which they have ten e 

most of their wolrk.. . his essay how the colonial model has 
Ho,we:ve:r, after exp ormg m . al di . lin 
:, d the Irish past by practitioners m sever SC1P. es, 
" stu ~hat we cannot yet assess the relevance and ap~lica-
" ,of the colonial model to Irish historical. processes'

d 
T~s '~~~ 

, .' b d too uncritically and mconslsten y y 
1t has een use . h h Ruane's re-", , d others. At the same nme, t oug '. 

an h hich combmes theoret-:w,outliIles the elements of an approac -w .. al clt 
" " ideological critique, and a style of empmc ~esear 
: , 0 textual, and comparative)-that might allow t e ques-

ci n. li . the Irish past to be addressed and re.s0lved. 
,: co o::~ sr;e:ents apply to any effort to characten~;e~~t 

the wide:.~:::xt~:;r:s::;r~:fid:~;t~:.:;:eJ::~a,:s and 

,,' scien~~: over th~ use of theoretical models to ~terpre~:s::~~ 
G' en the reluctance of histonans to Import p 

" 1V , and his concerns-illustrate that anthrod ,tnOdelS, Ruane s essay- d I . ch reti 
are not only sensitive to the reasons un er ymg su o~ 

,0,.1 loglbStvS historians but they also are acutely consClous. of the

d 

p~ 
d d 1 in tum Importe mto " th;t ensue when concepts an mo e s are, , 

ant~ropology.. the relevance of a wider context that may 
How-ever, m questtorung . t ss e ::.n 

I m'al Ruane raises an Importan 1 u as coo , al' . 
I 'ali in its fundament gmse, IS anthropology. For co om sm,. I d . deed in 

Yet the case studies in th1s va ume, ~ m . 
' anthro ology generally, fail to address power m any direct, 

or syste~atic way. For example, thehvast ma~on';f~;:o= 
hi . al thropology that we ave Clte s 

stonc an h" d 141 This does not mean that it t list power in t err 1n exes. h 
no al h' t has been hidden under ot er as:absent from the an yses; rat er, 1 h bulary of the 
hi h h e changed over nme as t e voca 

iSciptme";,a~ char':;ed along with its main paradigms. P~~~r t::t: 
has often be,;" subs,:me~ as ~n e:~:~~~~ ~;~~~erms as polit

or ~~~:~:';,~:~~Vl!~rit:al power, and discursive power. I~ often 
, implied by such notions as ideology, oppresslOn,": con
Most recently, it has been included in such concepts as orruna-

hegemony. b . bout an 
the conference, Rogers made a similar 0 servatton a -
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thropology and power. He said that anthropologists have 
use the concept, albeit often skilfully, in a "noninstrumental 
in contrast with political scientists and historians, who have 
more likely to see power as instrumentaL 142 In other words, 
pologists have embedded their ideas about power in other 
and domains (e.g., in networks, notions of authority, and sVlmbOl 
Yet when they did this, Rogers added, they often lost sight 
centrality and were unable to defme its role and its boundaries 
itly. So, for example, some anthropologists have used the 
class, but its key constituent element, power, has not been 
clear. '43 As a result, class has often been used as a static 
rather than as, following Thompson, a "coming into h~i,n~"~-< 
dynamic formation in process. 

In fact, four of the six cases in this volume are about the 
workings of power. Smyth describes a conquest; Vincent 
the destruction wrought by the state through the imposition 
Poor Law; Silverman describes the victory of private property 
arena; and Taylor describes the discourse, and its source, which 
peted with hegemonic religious power. Although these cases 
either on the local effects of power or On the narrative 
imposition as experienced from below, none focuses on the 
of that power itself. 

This fact constitutes the central theme in Clark's essay. 
how Ireland entered the so-called modern world is the key cO!lte:rt 
issue, and the problem that must underlie any historical an:a]ysis:1 
argues that anthropologists have failed to study this. 
the anthropologists at the conference in turn criticized the 
ization model that centered Clark's own concerns. Echoing a 
from the anthropological past and present, 144 they argued that . 
nial interpretation would be more congenial were the anthropoId 
to approach the so-called m:!~g of contemporary (modern) 

Clark then reiterated his more general point: the case 
failed to locat<;. th~msel~ci in an explicitly wider context (e.g.', 
nialism, moderniZation, and so on). In response, Taylor .; 
the other anthropologists agreed-that so-called models 
and of Irish history were embedded in the anthropological 
ies and could be found if anyone wanted to do so. Said 
support: "A local study can be both particular and gen.erail.< 
building of theoretical paradigms can be implicit." 

From this perspective, it can be argued that the e«:av.sin 
volume do address the processes that contributed to, and 
underlying, the malcing of contemporary Ireland. M.oreov.,,;. 
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. om rise a cumulative, lineal. and 
:to!~ethe:r, the case studies c Pki . d they do so using an 

pi(;tulre of much of that rna ng, an 
col,oniai modeL Thus: 

and twentieth 

Essays and Issues 

Conquest (Smyth) 
Expansion of the state (Vincent) . 
Extension of private property (Silver-

man) 
Catholic hegemony: contested mean-

ings (Taylor) . 
Frac;turing oflocal classes: farmers dIS-
tinguished from shopkeepers (Gulliver) 
Hierarchy of values and property tranS-
mission (Birdwell-Pheasant) 

d hat makes this effort different from 
;;mjssin~;, of course, an w . d the linkages 

S
ociiol,og-y is that the cases remain discrete an . . 

, . . nthes,' zer Also nussmg .' li't aWaltmg a sy . 
remam lmp C1, f olonialism and its associated 
use of the concept 0 c 

concept ~f power. have advantages. It may preclude 
.' '. an aVOldance may h se oflocal histories, and 

" wider context as t e cau . 
; . I' Ii or "capitalism too deternuna-

)reVeIlt making co orua sm . u 146 and a 
. .. "new kind of fnnctionilist reasorong . 
Ino.ee." a . ili m" 147 have often been assOClated 

of global funCllon s that the anthropologists 
:'. t Thus m the same way . d 

concep s. 'r table about conjectural leaps reqUlre 
"elrerlce were uncomIor I ary ". £i rd to the present, they a so were w 

distant p:~ ~;;:e kind of explanation that ~a?, enSue 
as p h as world system or coloruahsm, a~e 

:rallchiing concepts, suc ·th the ways m 
" local places. The concern ~as :v.'. flocilities 

P
rior and later histories, and hist?nCloehs, 0 hing 

,.' ' enized or lost Wlthin suc overarc 
are homog d . d the relevance of such 

h time nO one enle ld > t e same , h dl them so that they cou 
.~. ;~~~;ci~th:~e problem was to an e . . . f ali' th histories and histonCloes 0 loc tlOS. 

to e hi He distinguished four levels 
a recent attempt to do t . s. cia1 interaction, tactical or 

.. as potency, powealr m:r He argued that history, 
.' power. and structur po '. " ar-
.. . n all involve "consideratlons of power. ~ 

s'gnificaoo ,48 This focus on power-m a 
>10.',4"". twO types of power. 

I' 
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single context where history. process, and meaning are treated 
gether-may provide a middle-range conceptualization that integlrat,,. 
the "local" and "wider" context. For although the distinction 
tween local and wider has been pronounced untenable, the absence 
workable, alternative conceptualizations remains a key pr"hlenl. '49 

We agree with Rosenllaft that the "adequate cOlmpretlension 
developments On a larger scale and a higher level of discourse and 
illtegration with the explication of everyday life ... represents 
greatest challenge to anthropology. "lSO Rosenhaft saw the concept 
hegemony as possibly perfornring this fimction; others have 
But as Rosenhaft noted, although the concept "directs us more C!e~TJV. 
than any other term in current use to examine 'culture' as an arena 
class domination and negotiation .... it does not instruct us as 
what we will find or even how to go about it." 152 There is also 
danger that ill the context of doing history, the term may become 
description, cause, and effect all at the same time and thus of limited 
analytical use. 

From another perspective, the discussion about power and the 
wider COntext at the conference, illustrated the difference between 
social history and historical sociology. Said Rogers, a social historian: 

Thompson and Tilly for example are explicit about theory building. 
Others emphasize texture and empiricism. Social historians usually 
begin with an historiographic problem to be tested, with an hypothe
sis. So although some historians are theoretical. most prefer their working 
paradigms to be implicit. But in any case, they do not work with a 
high level of theory; they work instead with "conceptual clarities." . 

In contrast, Clark said, "sociologists do not begin with a clear notion . 
of history. In fact, their notion changes as they work with the 
And their hypotheses are post facto." Moreover, said Clark, they 
prefer so-called jumbo histort;-macrobased in both space and .,~,~
because "it juxtaposes different types or varying levels of data for the 
purpose of eluci.d'l.ting g6J.eral processes and explicit paradigms.'? 
Rogers disagreed With such an approach. He poicted out how 
rians choose a group, a IQcation, or a period ic order to deal with 
complexity of the past and to explore the issues that have been 
from a broader illtepretative level. He called these "middlIDg 
sues"-Iess grand than Tilly's, he said, but interesting all the same. 
Moreover, Rogers argued that local studies can be used ill compara
tive perspective to control for certain variables that have been desig
nated by these middling issues. 

More generally, it W2S Clark, the historical sociologist, who had 
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"!gr,,.t,est d'fficulty with what he saw as the anthropologica!:r: 
U< • 1 wider context. He found problems WI t e 

to ,fgn0alre . th;;'e anthropological case study approach. He was 
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naUness 0 sc em,. her-how we saw ourselves as 
b "_down metap . h 

.' y,ofjur up I cal areas to wider levels of analYSIS and ow 
:Irovin,g "up' rom our 0. "down" again. He wondered if anthro
... saw ourselves as md°thvm~ 'r local-level studies were typical, rep-
o!()gI'sts still assume at eI h" he asked "because 

. "How is an area c osen, . . 
esent:ati've, or uruque.. ., . al> How do you generalize? By 

unusual, or because It s typIC. d . h them?" 
di > Wh t else can be onc Wlt 

!plicating local stu es. ~ or the anthropologists, the way in 
'.. questlonS ctystallized, fo. d b many outsiders, much m 

the discipline still was perceIve y . a roach the 
of discredited viewpoints. ; et aSillanth:~r~~~r~~~~ns_from 

. th . evitably and oLten w m .' a 
orne, ey m ki g in the same archives. usmo 
in other disciplines who arefwor n t we were off somewhere 

d D · g much 0 our pas, . II 
same ata. unn . . d ( ow) that only occaSIona y 
ill a locality (exotlc) and tl~e p~no di;ciplines. As the disciplines 

.•.• . with thet:t~:~~:al ~ib::ry or Public Record Office ill 
(e.g., m . f1 fmd themselves on the defen-

.' anthropolOgIsts may 0 t:on d 'th detail" ill places 
..' by others of "messmg aroun . Wl he with 

thIDg much ever happened. Yet, gIven t 
no wisdoms that both Birdwell-Pheasant and 

. record 

difficulties that necesarily will enSue as ~nthro~ol"d 
ast as other social soentlSts, an 

continue to approach thebsame P historical anthropology and a 
a growmg rapport etween 

kind of history. 

)i.stin,cti,re Anthropological Tradition 

ort however becomes manifest 
.. . nature of such ra~~ di;';sion ofl~bor, among disci-

uo'''' .• "' apparent convergenc~, o. 1980 Hobsbawm wrote, with 
is mooted. For e~~p e, ;; "The;e is nothing new in choos

:fer'en,:e tOhLeROYldLa.duan~c:'~~op: e rather than a telescope. So long 
to see t e wor VIa 
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as we accept that we are stud· the . 
between microcosm and mac ymg. same cosmos, the chOlce 

. rocosm IS a matte fl' th 
propnate technique" 153 F 0 h hi' rose ectmg e ap-. r m t e stonan' . f· . 
as anthropology often is loc t d . all s pomt 0 Vlew, msofar 
provides "a worm's eye viewa"e hi ~ ~ml contexts and frequently 
as a handmaid to, or a segm'ent s fo~a ant~:pology may emerge 
logical perspective, it has been 0 , story." ~rom an anthropo
and anthropologists .. sulggested that to Juxtapose historians 

... IS sImp y to reIfy 'fi . I b 
to negate the 'bl d an artl Cla oundary and 

urre genres' of th (Geertz 1983)."155 e contemporary academic scene 

Yet, wrote Tilly the "disci lin f 
than ethnography" ~nd the ki : f e 0 anthropology is far broader 
Moreover, man historians h n 0 work do~e by Le Roy Ladurie.

156 

In any case, anI from the ot~:e ~~en skeptical of rapprochement. 157 
anthropology contains more th r Sl e, we ma,:"tarn that sociocultural. 
that can be consumed at will b an: senes of dIscrete conceptual items 
of textual or di . I Y stonans, that it is more than a type 

scurSlve ana YSIS that co . h from other discipline 158 d th . . nverges WIt other like efforts 
r s, an at It IS more than" " 
lOre, historical anthropolo a genre. There-
history, a useful repositoryg~f cam;.~ be a small-scale variation of 
Rather, it approaches the past u:~ co~cepts, or just a technique. 
its own histories the persl' t WI fa co erence that IS derived from , s ence 0 (and eb iii .. 
traditions and the long t fl' r eons agamst) ItS own 
. ' - erm con IctS (some ld 
ItS component parts. 0 ,some new) among 

Looked at from the perspective of th hi ., 
fundamental differences betw th e stonan s past and present, 
For example, there remains et:n

d
:" ropology and history are clear. 

narrative history and a hi t th y an lm~ortant dIVISIon between 
s ory at uses SOCIal 

to frame a case study 159 In h I concepts around which 
meaning Any anth . I analt ropo ogy, such a distinction has little 

. ropo oglc ethnog h h h . . 
not has invariably co t' d' rap y, w et er histoncal or , name conceptual t' (b . 
outsider ones) while a conce all b ca egones oth msider and 
narrative-to de!irie:i'te-;; e;']o y ased study always has had some 
struct a lif< hi g gy, to desenbe 1illcroevents to con-

e story, to set the stage' th b ' 
explicate developmental cycles or t m d ~ pa~ a out the present, to 
and continuity in the present.' 0 e WI sOClocultural change 

This inevitable overlap betw . 
many strands in anthropology, =s:~~a!;::: ~n: concept has had 
history. The use of situational . c . ave had a lengthy 
ample, and it is com ellin I :lalysls (or sOClal drama) is an ex
here 160 A th p. g y sed by Vmcent in her case study 

. no er example IS th .. 
to link the actions ofindivid al e c°thntl~umg anthropological struggle 

u s to e lormatlon of groups-an effort 
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found in the case studies by both Silverman and Gulliver. A third 
example is the century-old concern with kinship systems and how 
they operate, a theme that Birdwell-Pheasant pursues. A fourth ex
ample is the ongoing anthropological concern with change. Early 
efforts were Fortes's notion of developmental cycles, Firth's distinc
tion between social structUre and social organization, and the studies 
of culture contact and acculturation in the 1950s. The concern contin
ued, leading to Sahlins's question in 1981 ("How does the reproduc
tion of a structUre become its transfonnation?")161 and to Wolf's 
question in 1990 ("How do we get from viewing organization as a 
product or outcome to understanding organization as process?,,).162 
In this volume, the essays by Smyth, Vince1}t., and Silverman provide 
case studies on the theme of chan?;e; Ruane explores a general theo-
retical context within wluch rustorical anthropology might locate 
change. A final example of the overlap between narrative and concept 
in anthropology is the endless discussion on the relation between 
culture and social relations. This has found its way into historical 
anthropology, resulting, inter alia, in the twO genres noted here
historical ethnography and the anthropology of history. 

More generally, as historical anthropologists work through their 
ease materials-from archives and from participant observation-the 
various issues that have been peculiar to the anthropological past are 
combined in various ways, which reflect the distinctiveness of anthro
pology and give a particular hue, direction, and content to historical 
anthropology. Thus, in this volume, Vincent inte2'rates the narrative 
mode, situation.l analysis. and the production of culture at a entical 
jUn= Her effort complements, but is different from, Taylor's use 
of textual and discourse analysis in a particular historical context. 
Similarly, yet somewhat differently, Silverman moves between social 
relations and individual actions, on the one hand, and class action, on 
the other. She uses concepts from ?olitical anthropology as well .s 
the idea of culture as a mediating factor m the context of a complex 
narrative over a fang: 'Penoa. ot time. Gulliver and-nirdwell-.pheasant 
address vanations in kinslup and pontical patterns, using concepts of 

s~;ttjfication, val~es, and interests. 
As Vincent pointed out at the conference, and as we do here, all 

these ideas, concepts, approaches, techniques, and so on, derive from 
anthropological work in other places and times and for other pur
poses. Moreover, "we do not all do the same anthropology," said 
Vincent tellingly. Thus, the elements that comprise the history of the 
discipline, and the personal histories of anthropologists, all provide 
distinctive perspectives on, and approaches to, the past. Yet, although 
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su.ch variations occur, it is important to reco~e that the do so 
WIth a coherence derived from a shared albei; oft' Yll 
tested, intellectual tradition. ' er. mtema y COll-

In addition, when anthropologists brin their co 
to the past, they combine it with a distinJ f nceptual baggage 
Oral testimony and th linkin f ve USe 0 SOurce materials. 
th b · ' ego present WIth past are of COurse e 0 VIOUS examples. 163 ' 

VINCENT: Anthropologists see sources differently F 
ample, a debate recorded in Hansard An anthr I'. or I ex
not nl th . opo OgISt ooks 
. o. y at e context, as does the historian b t th 
mterakinact1o~ and s.ituational dimensions of the co~te';:-~ho'~ 
spe g. who's listening? 

GULLIVER: ... and who's there? 
SMYTH: AnthropologI'sts also ask d'LT' Inerent questions of the sources. 

ROGERS: That's true. Anthropologists tend to ask how not 
SImply why, milike a good many historians. ' 

G U~LIVER: Then there is the interface between archi al 
nals d hn hi V mate-

an et. ograp ~ data about the present. Historians do 
not make this connectlon. 

CLARK: Which do you do first? 
VINCENT: We do the "archive in the field" th b 

togeth h d' han - ey go oth er, an In d. Taylor and Gulliver d'd thi 
atically. 1 s system-

BIRDWELL-PHEASANT: And 'f h 
with the past. . . 1 t e present doesn't link directly 

SMYTH: ... s~ories. songs survive. 

VINCENT: There is a layering of the past, and a transformation 
of the past, as in Taylor's paper; and you can use this t 
up to the I th 0 come 
. present. n 0 er words, there is a present which 
~corfP.oralte~ the past and'yet, also, there remains the possibil
Ity 0 ISO '!;~g •. the p~t. 

SIL VERMAN: Bilt that 'creates difficulties ·th th 'd 
al "d'LT' WI e 1 ea that there are ways Inerent histories. " 

RUANE: In the north fo I h 
C th Ii hi 

. ' r examp e, t ere are Protestant and 
a 0 c stones. 

TAYLOR' Yes Thi . . . . s ratses ISSues about narrative and len I 
edge. . . ow-

ROGERS: ... and whose knowledge? I think an eth h . Iik I . nograp er 
Ishismore. e y to respect "other knowledge" for itself than I'S 
a tonan. 
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VINCENT: At the same time, today, no anthropologist Can or 
would ignore the archives. Malinowski's view that "the past 
is in the minds of the informants" is simply no longer tena
ble. 

Toward a Historical Anthropology 

In approaching the past, thm, anthropologists bring with them a 
distinctive tradition rooted in the academic histOlY of the discipline 
and in the professional histories of its practitioners. A corollary is that 
they also bring their theoretical and intellectual problems, ethical 
dilemmas, and interpretative arguments that have both plagued and 
. them for decades. As Ortner noted, "Insofar as history is 

amalgamated with virtually every kind of anthropological work, 
it offers a pseudointegration of the field that fails to address some of 

. the deeper problems." 164 

That, we wonld argue, is only part of the issue. For many anthro
P,)!ogIsts who "do history," the past has become just another "for

country," yet another society or culture. Indeed, this place called 
'.·.~1'''.no<t'' has been added to the long list of exotic places in which 
antlu:oF,ol,ogists may do fieldwork. However, it is important to rec
oi!;Illioe that we not only arrive there with our "deeper problems" but 

inevitably encounter new kinds of analytical issues precisely 
;becal1Se "Thepast" is tmlike other anthropological fieldwork sites. 

means that historical anthropology cannot be used simply as a 
of avoiding or, more likely, of intensifying old conflicts. 

For example, what we would call the "misuse" of the past and the 
greific;atic)U of history is apparent from the following exchange. Ortner 
:autlone,d, in her concern for culrure "practice," that. "History is not 

something that happens to people, but something they make 
;.W"''''U, of course, the very powerful constraints of the system within 

they are operating." 165 Roseberry countered that political 
place "anthropological subjects at the intersections of 

and global histories." In so doing, "they offer a fimdamental 
O1l,au':n~;o to those who discuss culture, history, and practice without 
sUlDC;e!It consideration of class, capitalism, and power."I66 Clearly, 

divisions are intense, but they are not helped by using "history" 
. epithet or by opposing gross concepts (e.g., people, system, class, 

that may symbolize but not really address, or allow us to 
Lacldrc'Ss, the complexities, subtleties, and new problems of doing 
hist:ory and approaching the past. 
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Thus, we see historical anthro 010 b h 
and as an opportunity to expand Pthe ~ ~t as a strategy for the past 
ogy-with stimulus from th ay m which we do anthropol_ 
the past, with ideas from th:,::!~oblem~~aised by approaching 
understandings to the task a . rmg erent anthropological 
other disciplines wh ha 'b nd WIth e~couragement from those of 
hi· 0 ve een VlSlttng It before us Said S th th 

stoncal geographer at the conference with th . .. m
f
y , e 

Path n ·d" ' e optmusm 0 a sym-
. e c OUtSI er: Anthropologists should b . 

domg history Th . not e concerned WIth 
. ey are approaching the t d h ' , 

portant They should d th pas an t at s what s im-
• 0 an ropology" W F 

anthropology as a "cumul n· d" e agree. or we too see 
a ve Un ertaking as II II· quest. "167 , we as a Co ectlve 

NOTES 

1. Most of the time, anthropolo 'Sts ha . 
of various kinds combined t ~ ve. not descnbed how experiences 
Wrote: "The connection betw~~r~ uce therr finished product. Comaroff 
development' and th . ext and Context is largely One of 'silent 

, e convennonal acknowledg f th 
little abou t the actual formati f' ements 0 au ors tells us 
d d on 0 any mtellectual product" (I 8 .) In 

ee , even in the few cases whe ds' th '. 9 5:Xl . -
pasts have been made anthro r~ n? 1:n e directlon of describing their 
ground-as did Coma;off-ab!~ ~s~~ ~ro~ded f~ too little back
relations" (Comaroff 1985.xi) Thi ,:lymg matenal and conceptnal 
anthropology. We rherefor~ fe~l thatSw:

ert 
y has be~ true for historical 

own o~y~sey here. Instead, we expect th:te~d :~; ~~o~~::~e ::r includin
h
g our 

on a SImilar route We certain! uld h r Some w 0 are . . y co ave used man n· expenences of others. ' y mes over, the 

2. For example, The Bulletin of the Insh Co. .. 
first issued in 1939 "Its mmlttee oJHlstoncal Sciences was 
Irish Historical Society :i~~t:ass~::eeP:6 men:bers ~d ~ssociates of the 
formed of work in progress It' . d d ty or Insh Histoncal Studies in
interest and abstracts of pap~ rea~r~;;o:e b~:es ~d. n~,ws of I~sh historical 
In 1971, a "survey."OfIrish hist'· h SOQenes (McGurre 1981:225). 
of Historical Sd~ces' the b d onograp ysponsored by the Irish Committee 
Comite International 'des Sa? y repHir~sen~g Insh Historical interests on the 

ences stonques" e· d ks between 1936 and 1970 (L 8' ' r Vlewe WOr published 
similar book of essays thate~~e~~~t~:I' historian!oseph Lee edited a 
and '979. works published between 1970 

3· The idea of economic dualism-of a "d al .. . 
out of the work of economic his. u economy -m Ireland came 
Was soon replaced by a mOre co;.::nlans (e.~., L~ch ~d Vaizey 1960), but it 
variation (e.g. Cullen 197

2
) Geo p exhnotlon 0 regIonally based, economic 

• . grap ers were already using the latter idea 
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g., Hughes 1963: Smyth 1975), although they were mainly concerned with 
agriculture (e.g., Gillmor 1967; O'Carroll 1978; Ross 1969). However, it was 
the idea of cultural "dualism"--of the south/southeast versus the west of 
Ireland-that entered into analyses of social and community relations (e.g., 
Hannan 1979). and it certainly underlay the community studies done by 
aI1throl,0!'Ogists at the time. 

4. A review of this approach was provided by Roseberry (1988). For 
Sirrv,:rrrtan it was a continuation of her earlier work in agrarian systems and 

formation in Guyana (1979) and Ecuador (1987) and in archival research 
(1980), For Gulliver it provided the opportunity to research the past-as 
compared with what had been possible in much of his earlier field research in 
East Africa (195Sb, 1963); to deal mOre concretely with issues of social change 

1958, 1969); and to follow up an emerging theoretical interest in 
>l!nkmg the present to the past (1971). 

5. This of course typified anthropological analyses at the time. It began 
with Arensberg (1937) (republished in 1988) and included such works as 
Cresswell (1969), Messenger (1969), Harris (1972), Symes (1972), Brody 

. (1973), Bax (1976), Ley ton (1975), Kane (1977), Fox (1978), and Scheper
Hughes (1979a, 1979b). An early critique of this community stndy approach 
was made by Gibbon (I973) in reviewing Brody. A later critique, from the 
p,::rsl,ectiveof dependency theory, was made by Ruane (1978). 

6. Apart from the Harris and Ley ton studies listed in n. 5. the anthropo
logical community studies at the time had been done almost entirely in the 
west of Ireland. 

7. The variable and complex meanings of the term Thomastown were 
descnbed in Gulliver and Silverman (1990). 

8. These administrative units ("district electoral divisions," or DEDS) 
did not correspond to the parish, although they were contained within it, 
together with other parts of other DEDs. In any case, Thomastown parish 
itself did not correspond to any administrative or legal unit, either in the 
present or past time. In 1981, the population of the two DEDs was 1,932, 
~and the parish contained 2,670 people, or 716 households. This population 
was about one-third what it had been in 1841 (Silverman and Gulliver 1986: 
18-2 7). 

9. At the time, the archival sources that we knew about were the parish 
records, parliamentary papers, and census materials. As time passed, our 
-archival arsenal additionally came to include local business and farm records, 
minutes and correspondence from local organizations, local school records, 
county and national newspapers, poor law union records, land valuation 
records, memorialized deeds, encumbered estate court papers, wills and pro
bate papers, land registry materials, and so on. For more detail, see Gulliver 
(1989). 

IO. Canon Dr. Michael O'Carroll, P.P., was an unstinting supporter of 
our work. We owe him a great deal-not simply because of the parochial 
records but because his early and immediate acceptance of our presence in 
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Thomastown, and of our research, allowed us to approach more easily other 
Thomastown people for their help. 

II. For example, 6 Tuathaigh (1972). Although other historians denied. 
that it had been a watershed (such as Crotty 1966:46-51), the fact tlut there 
was academic dispute inclined us to think that, at the very least. it was a "key 
event." See Daly (I986:II7-24) and 6 Grada (1988) for discussions of its 
variable, and debatable, impact. 

I2. It is curious that we had such difficulties with temporal boundaries as 
compared with spatial ones. In fact, neither one was ever drawn to our 
complete satisfaction. In relation to our spatial boundaries, we found-mid
way through our I980-8I sabbatical year-that our two DEDs were heavily 
concentrated on "lowland" areas and that this had implications for farming 
and settlement patterns. So we began to include other parts (townlands) of 
the parish that contained "upland" areas (and two farming villages; see 
Smyth, this volume). This meant that we had failed to collect some data for 
these (such as newspaper reports). However, in most cases (such as parish 
records, probate papers, etc.), we actually went back to the Sources to collect 
the materials. Similarly, our temporal boundaries were once again pushed 
back-to I80o-Iargely because we found the parochial records for 1798 and 
beyond, Tighe's 1802 publication, newspapers, and 1833 tithe lists. We then 
found memorials of deeds and county newspapers for the late eighteenth 
century. Essentially, we have never firmly fixed our temporal boundaries, 
although, clearly, different kinds of data apply to differ,,," periods. Our 
spatial boundaries have remained far firmer, although as we go back in time, 
we occasionally have had to take other geographical units-such as ba
ronies-that were used in the records; and we did collect surviving estate 
papers for areas adjacent to Thomastown parish. This has meant that we have 
spent the summers subsequent to I980-8I reviewing old archives for new 
areas and times. "Doing history"-as Price (I990:xix) and others have noted, 
is time-consuming and tedious. For more detail see Gulliver (I989). 

I3. For example, not only did the Land Wars pass by with only two or 
three meetings of a land committee in Thomastown, but neither battles nor 
skirmishes occurred in the War ofindependence (191<)--21) or the Civil War 
(I922-23). As a reflection of chis, few older people had any personal recollec
tions at all of anything happenjng-things they saw or heard, about people 
whom they knew S'r.:~ew of,.::;n connection with those events. 

I4. Although this 'seemS self-evident, it is a hard fact to accept about the 
past when there are so few documents that the researcher wants each one to 
be of some use. The historians' idea of "interrogating the sources" is useful, 
but it does not solve the problems of unknown bias and, of course, omission. 

IS. See n. 5. In fact, by the 1980s, the focus of anthropological research 
had shifted somewhat to N orthem Ireland, largely because of anthropology 
departments there. However, the western bias remained. In a I989 collection 
of seventeen essays by anthropologists on Ireland (edited by Curtin and 
Wilson), six were located in the west (including Donegal), five were in the 
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. cl din one by Silverman and one 
orth three were in the east-southeast (m u g . Kilkenny city The 

n , I d' D bUn andone wasm . 
by Gulliver), twO were ocate m u , 
urban focus was, of course, ne,:. . d f tudy--of customs and tradition-

I6. A recent example of this kin ~ s. of the confusion between history 
was that by Shanklin (198,5)' For an an l~s "aboriginal European" in Greek 
and tradition} see Herzfeld s discusslon 0 t e 

ethnography (I987:56- 6I):. . ition came from our Canadian roots 
" 17. Part of our recogmOon of thiS po~ d rticularly to Canada and the 
. . d d cy theory that pertame pa I' 
and from epen en. d I 81) As citizens of what we be leve to 
work of Harold Inrus (e. g., Melo y 9 '. th world" we found a great 

': ,,' the "richest underdeveloped co:~ I~ I~h co~text Therefore. that 
many structural and historical l~ ~o~d c:untty (and to' Canada) did not 
Ireland might be slInilar to a rt It was however, very dismay-

nceptualleap on our pa ., . 
require any great co. di d this. (See Ruane's essay m 
ing to most Irish people WIth whom we scusse 

this volume.) ot cases in which "Thomastown 
18. We are ve:r sure that ~es~ we~e ~ollective process of historico-cul

people" engaged allffi aTc=:~:; :~~ested for other places (e.g., Collard 
tural amnesla/rec . . e can ascertain what that 

'. Fi Th mastown peoplr.!--assummg on . d thin 
1989). rst, o. (Gulliver and Silverman 1990)-<11 no g 
means in the first mstance ~ee S d we found that different people
, and never have, one. eCon, al history social networks, and 

depending on age, sex, class, locality, pe~on d'ffera:t things and different 
dil' emembered or [orgot 1 . 

person~ pre
f 
=on~-~ Silverman I989). Third, dramatic and trau~n~ 

categones 0 gs e. ., . d b li . g people and that were e 
, events that actUally ~d been WItnesse ( ~ :nthe funer;U, during the War ~f 

td events in the nanona! chronology sU
h 

.. d the IRA and was killed m 
Iridependence, o~~ Thomastown lad ~ea~,l;:~embered and spoken about 
action in north Kilkenny) were very f remembering events that were 

, . In general the process 0 d al 
by eyeWItnesses. 'd d th person's interests an person 

. d muchdepen e on e . b ,actually wttnesse very l' being able to elicit memones Y 
involvement and on us, the anthropo og1;ts, embering events prior to living 
asking the right questions. The process 0 rem ea We learned very early 

I d' th ThomastoWU ar . 
recall was very undeve ope mel predated their birth. In con-

I , kn wledge of events scarce y 1 
on that peop e so. fu h b ck in time if facts about peop e were 
frast, informants could ?o a little rt ~r fo~mants had heard about individuals 
being elicited by us. This was because ffi oung We suggest that ,he 

b Id hen the informants were y. I' h who had een 0 w d' the recall about peop e rmg t 
limited time depth in the recall of ev:ent~ an ~egemoniC, chronologies were 

, have been related to the fact that nanon ,an 

so deeply entrenched.. d tail' Gulliver and Silverman (1990)· 
, 19. This was explored m more .e. m. . g and occasionally, with 

r_ • th nly minor vananons m meanm. 1 
20. In l.act, WI. 0 . lass-based social map was of very ong 

additional categones appended, ~ Cd W have found it in early nineteenth
standing and fairly broadly distnbute. e 
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century documents for both southeastern Ireland and England. Interestingly, 
the structure was used in nineteenth-century sources to describe the past as 
well as the present! 

21. We had "made history" in two senses: not only had we created a new 
version of the past, but we had also become a part of, and an element in, 
Thomastown's past after 1979. 

22. The conference was held April 4-9, 1989, at Seneca College, King 
City Campus, Ontario. It was funded by the Social Science and Humanities 
Research Council of Canada (SSHRC); by the Wenner-Gren Foundation for 
Anthropological Research, New York; and by contributions from the univer
sities of the participants. Two other participants, not included in this volume; 
were Chris Curtin (University College Galway) and Thomas Wilson (United 
Nations International School. New York). 

23. Recently, the cause has been identified differently. "In hindsight, 
anthropologists' previous failure to tackle history seriously was due to their 
colonial mentalite" (Ohnuki-Tiemey 1990a:2). We argue, however, that any 
single-cause explanation is inadequate. 

24. Use of the "ethnographic present" has been both a symptom and a 
partial cause of anthropological failures to consider processes through time, 
change, and history. Indeed, its use in ethnographic writings has been amply 
criticized. However, the ways in which academic language and discourse 
perpetrates the ethnographic present has seldom been discussed. Thus. it is 
virtually an unquestioned convention to state: "Dr. X writes that ... " -
even though Dr. X wrote in, say, 1972. This use of the academic, ethno
graphic present is misplaced, misleading, and indicative of ahistorical bias. It 
also has probably been at least as responsible for ill-considered slides into the 
easy and convenient ignoring of the dynamics of social life, as have been the 
more frequently cited causes--ethnocentrism and paternalism among anthro
pologists in relation to those they have studied. In this volume, because our 
concern is with history, we have made a careful and deliberate effort to 
respect temporality. Things that happened in the past are described in the 
past tense-whether that was yesterday, last year, or last century and whether 
that was in the ethnographic case,studies or in reference to scholarly works. 
Therefore, when we write about the present volume, we use the present 
tense, but when we refer to past work(s), events, fieldwork, and so on, we 
use the past tense. W.e;Writel.f.o~example. that slhe <'described," «explained," 
or "put forward the view." It is interesting that the conceptual difficulties 
that we had, as editors, in expunging the present volume of all misleading 
tenses suggested to us how deeply ingrained is the academic, ethnographic 
present. It is also interesting, as a telling anthropological footnote, that Our 
severest editorial difficulties came in editing tenses with reference to scholarly 
works (i.e., not to "the other" but to "ourselves") and to folklore in Taylor's 
essay (i.e., so-called tradition). 

25. Evans-Pritchard (1949). 
26. Evans-Pritchard (1962:24ff). 
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. . 1'20) It is worth noting that so many critics of 
'27. Evans_Pntchard (196 . . E P 'tchard's 1940 monograph on 

.. . th I gy chose to take vans- n I f h 
an earlier an ropo 0 Rosaldo 1990 ) and as a prime examp e 0 t e 

Nuer as an archetyp~ (e.g., histo Those critics then ignored both 
:il)Sence of concern for diachrony ~d . ry'Bedouin (1949) and the study of 

historical etlmography of the yrenalcan () 
dynamics of local-level processes among the N~~ ~~5~~Oni of northern 

. ... 28. Some examples were( B"0
es (1~e's~:;4~f Uganda, Stenning (1959) 

,Rho(ies'ia (Zambia), Fallers 195 . o~aI developments in the Hausa chiefdoms 
the Fulani, Snuth (1960) on poho ). Bib (India) Mintz (1974) on the 

of northern Nigeria, Bailey (1960'1~3 m Yu~atan C~hen (1965) on Arab 
Caribbean, Redfield (1962) ~n;_ ill g~1~~5) on an indian village in Tanjore, 

; villages in Palestine and Isra , et: e Friedrich (1970) on a Mexican 
(1966) on a Sparush tAown

exh
, ustive listing would be rather 

. Wall (970) on the Seneca. n a . h I village. ace I h stereotypical assumpnons ave a-

.
' longer than this and much longerht an hat di£:C'erent were the studies in 
" althoug somew HI , h 

lowed. In the same genre, . d Wolf (1950) first described t e 
culture history. For example, Mmt~ ~. America and then proceeded to 
historical antecede~ts of compadrazgo m a:titution. See also Wolf (1957)· 
a functional analysIs of the c~nt~porary we do not attempt an exhaustive 

. 29. Here and elsewhere 10 t~ ess~Yht fall under the rubric of historical 
" of all published. works t ~~sr:t~d are intended only to be illustrative. 
anthropology. The pamculard~ver (1958) and the studies in Southall (1962). 

30. Early examples were I 81 and Konak (1980). 
Later examples v:ere Gou~ (. 9 lin~ ( olitica1 scientists, sociologists. econo-

31 Scholars mother disop hP 'd d 'development planners and 
. d demics-suc as al an . 

etc.) an nonaca d d nd of course local reSidents. Ii . . an e ucators a , • 
administrators, po tloms, di . db' an adherence to functional theory. 

32 . This approach was con none Y 

Wilson (1945)· 
33. Peace (1989:106) .. 
34. See the references 10 n. 28. and Peace (1989). 
35. See Lewis (1968), Ruane (1978), s anal zed by Leach (1954), Turner 
36. For example, politIcal processe ! domestic and kinship fields 

d S t al (1966)' processes m d d' (1957), an wartz e· , d Gulliver (1964); jural an !Spute 
described in Goody (1958) and Gray an 

management processes. in Gulliver ~:~~d Schryer (1980). 
. 37. For example, Silverman (19 ) ) and Arensberg and Kimball 

38. See, for example, Redfield (1930 , 1955 , 

(1940). b fFrench anthropologists-for example, 
39. This was begun by a num er 0 6 ) Terray (I969)-and became wide

Meillassoux (1964), Godelier (1966, 19 7 , 

spread in the 1970s. N h (1979) Vincent (1982), Stoler (1985), 

Sid!~' (;;~~ e;;:t~;:sa~~ ~~:rb;:tt (1987)', Rosenberg (1988), G. Smith 

(1989), and Donham (1990). 
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41. Mintz (1985); Wolf (1982). 
42. Cole and Wolf (1974:3). 

. 43· Cole and Wolf (1974) demonstrated this . 
villages in northern Italy one G . by Contrasnng two adjacent 
comparable demonstrati;n Was ~-SPeaking ~d one Italian-speaking. A 
Guatemala. gI y Carol SmIth (1984) using data from 

44· Laslett (1965). 

45· For example, Plakans (1984) and Case (I 8 
46. For example, Goody (19 83). y 9 9). 
47· Laslett et aI. (1972); Wachter et at (I . . 
48. Cohn (1987a, 1987b, 1987C). 978), NcttIng et aI. (1984). 

49· For example, Samuel (1981) and Medick ( 8) 
50. Kertzer (1984). 19 7 . 

51. From Gough (1968) and Asad (19 ) Ma 
52. Rather mOre limited cate . 73 to reus and Fischer (1986) 

(1989:1) when they asked rwo ::~~ w~:~uggested by Chapman e; aI. 
present?" and "How does the ons. Ow did the past lead to the 

H present create the past?" 
53. astrop (1990). . 

54. Vincent (1984); Silverblatt (1987)' Dening (198 ) 
55· Le Roy Ladurie (1978, 1979).' 0 . 
56. Donham (1990:206 his itali ) 
57· Sharp and Hanks (;978:3 1). cs . 
58. Parmentier (1987:5). 
59· Parmentier (1987:7). 
60. Trevor-Roper (1983). 

.61. Some reCent examples have been Ra 
Femup-Riordan (1988), Bowen (I 8) B ppaport (1985). Farriss (1987), 
Silverblatt (1989). 9 9, ucldey (1989), DaVls (1989), and 

~2. HSee, for a useful review, Hobsbawn (1983). 
3· oskins (1987:619). 

64· It may be added that the en .. d 
b 'd VlSlone past of a particul 

y outSl ers can also be re-created . h W ax people as seen 
Asia and Africa. ' as Wit estemt!rs' views of the past in 

65. Sahlins (1985:vii). 
66. Sahlins (1985:144, 152) .• 
67 .. In reCent ti1n~.!historiCii anthro 01 . . 

themanc analyses over very broadl d fin P ogIsts have carned out general 
and Mintz (1985) studied commo2'ti e ~d spaces. For example, Wolf(r982) 
Segalen (1986) explored principles 07 ~ ;Orld systems; Goody (1983) and 
produced a series of essays on the "cul s Pf ill Europe; Macfarlane (1987) 
Th aIs ture '. capitalism" leI' ere 0 have been historical anthro 010 ~. arg y m Europe. 
based: for example, Comaroff (I p. gIcal works that were regionally 
blatt (1989). However, the majo~~)~i;:~~~85), Bloch (1986), and Silver
to concentrate their data collection on la anthropologISts have tended 
what we are calling "little localities. " p ces that corresponded more with 
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68. Whether peasantries should be analyzed within the context of a state 
as against a city, and whether they should be seen as linked primarily to a 
dominant political regime as against a wider culture, became crucial points of 
difference in the analysis of peasants (e.g., Wolf [1966] as compared with 
Foster [1967]). More Marxist-oriented approaches added their own opinions 
(e.g., Shanin 1971). Regardless of viewpoint, though, no one questioned the 
centrality oflocality for analyzing settled agriculturalists who were incorpo
rated within a complex society. 

69. Certainly this eriticism could be made of an earlier anthropology. We 
ourselves make it in relation to Irish ethnography in the first section of this 
essay. We do not feel, however, that such a critique is warranted in relation 
to most contemporary anthropological endeavors. However, the possibility 
of misunderstanding, criticism, and dismissal remains. For example, Sim
mons wrote that "historically minded anthropologists, like their structural

, functional predecessors, run the risk of pursuing theoretical questions in 
times and places that may seem to be of litde or no importance to historians 
and others .... This is to be expected. Historians concern themselves with a 
different kind of problem," with "larger scale orders of data" and with 
"different and larger contexts" (Simmons 198pS2). 

70. These examples are taken from our own experience in Thomastown. 
The document was a copy of the household returns from the 183I census for 
the Tighe estate, Inistioge (eight miles from Thomastown). There may be 
only three such documents that have survived for the entire Republic; none 
survives from County Kilkenny. We made a copy of the returns, thanks to a 
local network of local historians that works to keep everyone informed of all 
new "finds" before they «disappear," as local people would say, irretriev
ably, into the hegemonic bowels of the Public Record Office in Dublin. 
However, as we note later. such documentation-from outside one's inten
sively studied locality-is of limited nse to the anthropologist. 

71. O'Neill purposefully chnse Killashandta parish because the household 
returns for the 1841 census sum ved, thus providing the main source for a 
"unique data base" (1984:25). Rogers pointed out (in a personal communica
tion, February 1991) that historians generally tend ro accept the validity of 
using documents from so-called comparable areas. He added, however, that 
some historians-such as Hoskins and his students (the Leicester school) and 
the Annales historians-"have a better sense of place and are more sensitive 
to locality than are other historians." 

72. See the essay by Clark, this volume. In political science, historical 
analyses have followed a similar tack. For an Irish example, see Walker 
(1983). . 

73. More specifically, this is because the data in such documents, however 
-rich and scarce, lack a socioeconomic and cultural context in both time and 
space: they are unlinked to other information, such as births and marriages, 
property conveyances, and so on. Using such documentation on its own can 
lead to a timeless snapshot of structure, which is precisely what most anthro-
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polo.gists today are trying to avoid. For a mOre detailed discussion of this see 
Gulhver (1989). ' 

74· For example, Rosenhaft stated that "ethnography, like all forms of 
struc~ral analY~ls, ~ better at describing than explaining. and better at ac
countmg for a sltuanon than at predicting its OUtcome" (I987: 10

2
). 

75· Cole and Wolf (1974); Schneider and Schneider (1976)' Stoler 
(1985). , 

76. For example, Blok (1974),. Kottak (1980), Kertzer (1984), Lan 
(1985), and Donham (1990). In addinon, some historical anthropologists have 
used only a state Or relPonallevel (e.g., Tambiah 1976; Sider 1986; Hastrup 
I990). Others, m the COntext of a so-called tribal society have used a " 
I "( V' , peo-p e e.g., mCent 1982; Comaroffl985; Bloch 1986). 

77· See n. 12 for our experience with boundaries in Thomastown. 
78. Although there have been exceptions. these usually had an ex licit 

reason or goal For example, in his study of a Portuguese village BPn'an 
O'N ill d' "I h' , . estate. a~e worked With the community-study framework de-
sp,lte the methOdolOgIcal ,problems that choosing a bounded 'community' 
raIses. ~acfarlane has pomted to the utility of a revised definition of the 
commu!1lty as an object of analysis (1977); I have followed his tack by 
a;tem.pnng ~o ~xpand the c~mmunity-study framework diachrOnically" 
( 987.19). 0 Neill was addressmg a very precise ethnographic problem as he 
tned to deconstruct a ~on:unant id;,a in Iberian ethnography-that villages 
had ~een a~d wer~ ~galitanan. The most essential task at this mOment is to 
proVide solId e~plr:cal data which will serve to banish once and for all the 
myth of the egalitanan hamlet community" (p. 2). The fact that O'Neill had 
a partIcular ethnographic. purpose in bouncling a so-called community and 
;,he fact th~t ~e regarded It as necessary to explain why he was dealing with 

commuruty suggests that the CUrrent trend in anthropology is to avoid 
what we have here called closed systems and esoteric findings. 

79· Wolf (197r:51). 

. 80. Y' ol~ in the previously quoted article, illustrated his point by provid
mg a histoncal and political description "of the ways in which social groups 
arr:nged and r~arranged ~emselvcrs in conflict and accommodation along the 
major econonnc and polincal axes of Mexican society. Each rearrangement 
producc:d a c~ged ~0nftgurati.en in the relationship of community-oriented 
:md nanon-onented groups; ~I~I:62). However, Wolf's more complicated 
Ideas about a "web of group relations .. "local tern:urn' '.. d '" dia 
I .. . " an mterme te evels remaIned unsatisfactorily explored. 

81. Smith (1985:194). 

82. For example, Sydel Silverman (1965), Blok (1969), and Marilyn Sil
verman (1979). 

83: This was Carol Smith's point as well. She argued that "capitalism [is] 
a socral. and cultural phenomenon as much as an economic one ... that can 
be and IS affected by class struggle and human agency all along" (1985:

22
5). 
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We would add here not only that the dimensions of class struggle and agency 
have local manifestations but that they may be apparent only from a local 
perspective. . , 
, 84. The extent of theoretical and cross-cu1tural understandmg on thIS 
issue, which has come largely from the political economy tum in anthropol
ogy, is apparent from the following examples: Hedley (1979 [Canada]), Kalm 
(1980 [Indonesia]), Vincent (1982 [Uganda]), Holmes (1983 [Italy]), Rose
berry (1983 [Vene2uela]), Trouillot (1987 [Dominica]), Gavin Smith (1990 
[peru]); and. of course, the lengthy discussions on dom~nc c~~modlty 
production in the Journal of Peasant Society, For an analyncal, cnncal, and 
historical review of this material, see Roseberry (1988). 

85. Akenson (1972:2). 
86. There are long-standing agencies through which this dominant his

tory has been transmitted: the schools, the church, the media, and political 
organizations, These not only existed at the time the history was being 
formulated but they also contributed to its formulation. Moreover, although 
these institutional interpretations often articulated with some local experi-
ence, they also were made to articulate with it-and to interpret it:-by 

~ powerful, local agents who represented these interests-teachers. pnests, 
intelligentsia. and political leaders. Shanklin presumably came across the 
essence of this dominant history when she encountered the "COBO re
sponse"-the fact that the notion of "centuries of British oppression" was 
used continually by people in Donegal to explain what was disliked, disap-
proved of, or not completely understood (1985:24). . 

87. This distinction between insider and outsider has bee~ expres~ed m 
numerous ways by anthropologists at different times. The dichotomIes of 
ernie-eric, other-self, native-anthropologist are examples. More recently, the 

> separation of "voices" or the use of "history" as against "historicity" has 
reflected this distinction. 

88. Yet there have been numerous studies that analyzed the processes of 
Irish agrarian reform using nationally based, aggregated statistics, economic 
data, and legal frameworks. For examples, see Solow (1971) and Kolbert and 
O'Brien (1975). . 
, 89. For example, Crotty's excellent, deconstructionist analysis of the his
tory of Irish agricnlture (1966) conld tell us little about what might have 
happpened in Thomastown; nor could it do more than. sug~est very .broad 
'issues that might help us in our efforts to analyze agranan history as It ,,:as 
experienced in Thomastown, Mainly it was a study of.natio~~ trends-u~~g 
aggregated (statistical) national patterns-and of offioal polioes and polincs 
in agriculture. As such, it provided us with the fact .of.a ?arncular state 
policy, for example, and we could then try to ascertam If It had had any 
impact in the Thomastown area. Beyond that, this "history of Irish agri~l
cure" had little meaning or applicability to our own efforts to do agranan 
history. 
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90. Lyons (1973:219). 
9I. For Irish examples of this approach, see Connell (1962), Gibbon and 

Curtin (1978), and Bleen (1982a). 
92. For local analyses of marriage patterns in Ireland, see Birdwell-Pheas

ant (this volume), Symes (1972), Smyth (1975), and Breen (1984b). 
93. In a 1981 review ofIrish historiography, 6 Tuathaigh noted: "In Irish 

political history the most encouraging development of the past decade has 
been the shift in emphasis trom, in Thee Hoppen's phrase, 'national politics 
to local realities.' .. He cited Hoppen's work on electoral history as an excel
lent example of the genre (1981:88, 90). In the preface to his book published 
several years later, Hoppen indeed noted that he had been struck by the fact 
that the "more the detailed workings of individual political communities in 
Ireland were examined, the more striking and important seemed the gap 
between local realities and the rhetoric of national politics. Such communi
ties, whether individual in the geographical or the social sense, often main
tained a style of politics only intermittently in step with the stated aims and 
methods of the movement generally held to have dominated Irish history in 
the nineteenth century" (1984:vii-viii). 

That said, Hoppen's analysis departed dramatically trom what a historical 
anthropologist would call a local focus. He used aggregated data for counties 
(e.g., pp. 348-49 on agrarian outrages) or the nation (e.g., pp. 412 and 413 
on the occupational and ethnic backgrounds of policemen and British sol
diers; or p. 436 on rates of urbanization). His analysis moved over the entire 
country, both north and south. His analytical categories aggregated large 
numbers of "landlords," "laborers," and "farmers" from diverse areas and 
there was no in-depth analysis of a "localized place." 

These observations are not to detract from Hoppen's excellent study. 
They simply illustrate the very different notion of"locality" that has charac
terized contemporary Irish historiography (e.g., L. Kennedy 1983; O'Shea 
1983; Donnelly 1975: Feingold 1984; Boyle 1988) as compared with historical 
anthropology. 

94. A telling example of the difficulties that this can raise occurred at an 
Irish Studies Conference in 1988. Gulliver presented some of his "unusual" 
findings concerning Thomasto~'s shopkeepers (see Gulliver's essay, this 
volume). A historian in the audience argued that it was because he had gone 
to the "wrong" plac<;:.. if G~er had chosen a larger place or a "better" 
place, he would h~ve'founa ';'hat historians had been telling him was there! 
A more promising outlook is 6 Grada's discussion on the "incidence and 
ideology" of the famine. He stated: ~'Shattering dangerous myths about the 
past is the historian's social responsibility. In Ireland, where popular history 
is an odd brew of myth and reality, there is plenty for him to do" (1988:79). 
For historical anthropologists, of course, "odd brews" themselves constitute 
fertile ground for research. 

95. Sabean (1990:10). 
96. Cohen (1982, 1987). 
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97. Parman (1990)· 
98. Enncw (1980). 

,99. Parman (1990;13). 
100. Donham (1990:141). .' the Thomastown 

. ' " 101. Silverman's analysis includes, at different nmes, I th ( . dal and 
:>__ the nontidal ortion of the Nore River, the enore eng . n 

ntidal) of the riv:r, all the nontidal regions of the watershed to mc~rporate 
no. B d Suir and the entire watershed system-both udal and 
the nvers arrow an , 

nontidal'
E 

I f this textual strategy from historical ethnography have 

in~~~~d ~;:: ~9;4)' Schneider and Schneider (1976), Silverman (1980), 

:verderyE(1983)'ILahma;::~~X:Jlc:::~~~::~~),n~I~:~~~:~f, ~~~)(1986), 
103. xamp es 

and Newbury (1988). b ( ) 
For exam Ie, Inden (1976), Netting (1981), and Sa ean 1990 . .. 

104· These fo!ned the basis for Silverman's 1980 study. of ~cropolincs 
105· I di . f: mmg village 

between 1902 and 1970 ill a Guyanese East n an, nce- ar ill tudied by 
6 This was the case in Santa Maria del Monte, a v age s 

Be~~ (1986) using. for the mo
d

st part, :-gag:~~:~:;~~~d~ the private (e.g., 
07 We found numerous ocumen 

hI. t farm records) and the public domains (e. g., estate maps, 
~;ut:c~~o~ organizations, correspondence)-in the hands of. Thomas-

eople It was our continued residence there and our ongomg assulur
d
-

town p . . d' d all "old papers" (and that we wo 
ances that we were mtereste m any an . 
always rerum them!) that often induced people to bnng these documents to 

us or to to te~ us a~o;t ~~mcribed both the fruitfulness of, and the methods 
108. Gullivehir( J 9) h with fieldwork Rosenberg noted of her work 

for, linking arc v researfc . back and forth between the village and 
. France' "This system 0 mOVIng f f: 
:e archi~es was both a source of inspiration and a check on flights ~ d a;cy . 

. ethno ra h in history and history in ethnography proVl e m~ 
Grounding f g haPt Ywas' plausible and what far-fetched in both fields 
WIth a sense 0 w 
(1988-xiv) f his . 

. R' dded that there have been recent examples 0 tonans 
r09· ~gers a . 8 ) and that this was a new approach. 

interested m how (e:g., DaV1s~9 :nera! distinction between anthropology 
,However, ROgersbedlievthaed ththat f, e g er has tended to ask how, whereas the 
and history remame. t e orm 
latter has tended to ask why. 

IIO. Behar (1986:12). 
III. Behar (1986:13). 

II2. Behar (1986:13, 14)1' ha . cluded Colcand Wolf (1974), Schneider 
113 Some other examp es ve m fi (8 ) 

and Sclmeider (1976), Kottak (1980) and Frykman and Lo gren 19 7 . 

II4. Sahlins (1985:144). 
II5. Lamphere (1987:329). 
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II6. Thompson (1972 :43). 
II7· Thompson (1972:45-46). 

I I 8. The complex relation between meaning, abstractness, and applicabil_ 
ity is apparent in these three examples. Lineage has a precise meaning and has 
generated great debate as to its applicability to any COntext whatsoever. The 
concept of a "political game" has been accepted almost as a metaphor. and 
apart from questions as to its paradigmatic implications, it has been used-=
without stimulating debate-in numerous cross-cultural instances. As to power, 
it has often been used, but there has been no agreement about what it means 
and it has been among the most problemmatic concepts that anthropologists 
have dared to use. Rogers recendy suggested (personal communication, Feb
ruary 199

1
) that Thompson was against "crude" conceptual applications. not 

all applications. Nevertheless, it seems to us that not only have historians 
been wary of such applications (Cohn 1987c:66) but the problem also remains 
as to what constitutes "crude." 

Ir9· Cohn noted a similar phenomemon: "In working with judicial rec
ords for a local region in India, I felt hampered by not knOwing the people I 
was dealing with, except from what was in the record. Simple questions with 
regard to the litigants, the lawyers, the judge and the witnesses. about their 
ages, their social and economic statuses, and their formal and informal rela
tions to each other, could be answered only if the same individuals appeared 
in other cases or if other materials were available which gave information 
about them. Such questions can often be quickly answered in the field, but 
not in the library" (1987a:7). 

120. Peletz (1988). 

121. Rogers also asked if the temporal boundaries were the result of major 
breaks in Irish history that had caused the anthropologists to begin in the . 
nineteenth century. This suggestion seemed less plausible to the anthropolo
gists-both from their reading of Irish historical materials and from their 
experiences in their local places. Much depended On what they had been 
studying. For example, both Birdwell-Pheasant (given her concern with 
kinship) and Vincent (with her interest in the Poor Law and state building) 
had found that the famine of r845-49 was an important marker. For others, 
this had not been the case and the:e was no agreement on the "major breaks ... 
See OUr earlier discussion on te~porality in Thomastown at pages 5-6. 

122. Rosenbe'1;~19~8:58_?i) . 
. ' ~ ~ 

123· Netting (1981, chapter 4). 
12

4. Lison-Tolosana (1983:7-0riginally published 1966). 
12

5. Rosaldo continued: "Thus the early period of Rumyad history can 
be understood only through close attention to the observation of Ilongot 
historical consciousness" (1980:247). 

126. We USe Europe here because it contains the archival centers of the 
empires from which anthropologists have mainly come, in which they have 
mainly worked and Whose documents they have mainly used. It is likely, 
however, that the archives from the centers of non-European empires-such 
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that are just as real as individual life cycles and patterns .... Unless we do 
history, then, we are like biologists who study flowers and leaves and seeds 
and pollen as distinct entities rather than as parts of a complex ... ecosys
tem" (personal communication, March 14. 1991). 

133. For example, Ohnuki-Tierney (1990b) and Fernandez (1990). A 
recent example of the controversy that may be engendered can be found 
in Current Anthropology Uune 1990). It concerned Spencer's critique of 
Kapferer's analysis of cultural continuity and nationalist ideology in Sri 
Lanka. 

'34. The category of so-called shops in Thomastown has faded into 
artisanal enterprises in which tradespeople have sold their goods over a 
counter (e.g., shoemaker, tailor). The boundary also has been blurred by 
persons who have sold their services without a fixed place-for example, 
masonS, insurance agents, electrical contractors. Thus, the term shopkeeper 
has been used in Thomastown, sometimes but not always, for some tailors 
and shoemakers; for a particular electrical contractor but not others; and 
occasionally, for the insurance agent but never for the mason. The term shop 
also has been used, by some people but not all, to cover the premises of so
called hucksters. Thus, insiders' usages have been extremely complex. They 
have varied according to the particular context and the person speaking. 

135. The problems of applying concepts to the past have of course emerged 
in the most statistical of all historical endeavors-family history. For ex
ample, distinguishing household from family and from domestic group has proved. 
difficult, as has distinguishing kin from servant (e.g., Netting et al. 1984; 
Sieder and Mitterauer 1983). Insider categories have proved as difficult to 
apply as ousider ones. Such difficulties have prompted Hammel, for example, 
to an extreme position of emphasizing outsider usage alone: "The more 
strictly that analyses of different data bases adhere to a particular scheme of 
analytic categories, the more likely those analyses are to be comparable with 
one another and the less likely they are to adhere closely either to the 
appropriate folk categories or to actual behaviour in the societies concerned" 
(1984:30)~ Many anthropologists would not accept that procedure. However, 
it does point to the problems that c;ertainly have been ignored in Irish histor
ical studies. 

I36. In Irish studies, !t is onl...,r the stem family concept that has prompted 
efforts at concise d'efipition; Mat Gulliver's study shows is that such an 
exercise is required in other areas as well. 

137· For example, Korrak (l983) and Heiberg (1989). 
138. For example, Silverman (1980) and Hansen (1989). 
139. For example, Hammel (1978). 
140. The term litany is appropriate here, for it is easier said than done. 

Yet how or whether to do it constitutes the essential anthropological problem 
today. See n. 149. 

141. Even Comaroff (1985), for example-with power in her title-did 
not list it in her index. 

Historical Anthropology and the Ethnographic Tradition 7' 

") there has 
. 1.01" Rogers added that, since Foucault ("langua~e as power

al 
' .. as 

. ~. hi' ull in "norunstroment usages 
been a tendency among stonans to P 

well. . ns articu1arly among Marxist 
143 Of course there have been excepno ,p Ii· bili f "class" 

. h th ture and cross-cuIturaI app ca ry 0 
anthropologists for w om. e na m I o· Smith 1990). How

.' has been a central theoretlcallSsue (e.g., Donha 99., hile the 
ali f ower was often not the maln concern w .. 

ever, the centr ty 0 . p. h' al nsttUcts and messier emplncal 
shortfall between sophistlcated, t eorenc co 

data has remained a problem. . d th American culture history school-
F • pIe Vmcent pomte to e . h I44· or exam,. . h" ctual history"-in contrast Wlt 

of Mintz and Wolf. and therr concale~ Wlt n~ "and modernization. Other 
. . h" tion mtegra on 

Steward's concern WIt 11a th two models were also given: 
examples of the confro~t~on db:::~ (1g

e
71) and applied anthropology as 

Fallers (1967) as agaInst a an 
against action a..'"1thropology. 

145· Roseberry (1988:170).. f capitalist features have often 
6 The existence and perSIstenCe 0 non h 

14· .. f h fi ctions that they performed for an overarc -
been explamed m termS 0 t e un 
ing capitalism (Roseberry 1988:170). 

147. Carol Smith (1985:194). 

148. Wolf (1990). b t ted· "A logical and historical 
149. Roseberry (1988:173). R~lse erry Staxt'· is nO longer tenable." 

. f th <1 al' and the arger con e .. ' . f 
separaoon 0 e oc. cal b' h uld be situated at the intersecoons 0 
Instead, "anthropologI. s:; ~ects S 0 this Roseberry probably echoed a 
local and global histones .. Ii~e St~,::g Fo~nately, though, he added that 
general feeling m the disClp y. a conclusion." Indeed, we would 
"this is a statement ofa problen: rather thatn fthe "dilemma ofleve1s, layers, 
argue that it is the problem. I: IS an asp~c ~ this essay (pp. 25). However, 
and local termini" that we dlSCU~S ear er Int about what is untenable will 
there is a ~anger .that R:0sebe~~;:::: in historical anthropology. For 
become a litany Wlth which to en h d e one thing it has been to teach 
if ·b la . in Thomastown ave on ' our tn u nons. hi than to do it. It also has taught us 
us that it is far eaSIer to talk about sto:y 
that the previously mentioned dilemma IS central. 

150. Rosenhaft (1987"03). 
151. For example, Sider (1986). 
'·52. Rosenhaft (1987"05). 
153. Hobsbawm (1980:7). .. of Price's book A/abi's 

F 1 in a somewhat negative reVlew '. 
154· or examp e, d "Richard price's views about how his-

World (1990). Hobsbawm contraste
f 

traditional historians and anthro-
h u1d b written and those 0 more 

tory s 0 e . hi . di· ded anthropology-part went 
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155. Ohnuki-Tierny (1990:2). 
156. Tilly (1978:213). He added: "The portion of anthropology with 

which French and francophile historians have worked most effectively is only 
a small part of the field, and in some regards a backwater. Furthermore, the 
influence of historical work-including that of the Annales-on anthropo
logical practice has been slight ... 

IS7. Cohn noted that "doubts are raised by eminent historians about the 
fruitfulness of closer working relationships with anthropologists." He cited 
Stone, Thompson, and Le Roy Ladurie. "What has been questioned is the 
appropriateness for the study of the European past of the theories, models, 
and methods which were developed by anthropologists in order to under
stand and interpret the non-European worlds" (1987c:66). 

IS8. Indeed, textual analysis, as represented by Clifford and Marcus, for 
example (1984), is ahistorical. 

159. For example, see Worden (1991). 
160. As used by Turner (1957) and diseussed by Van Velsen (1967). 
161. Sahlins (1981:5). 
162. Wolf (1990:591). 
163. That the occasional historian has done fieldwork (Ohnuki-Tierney 

1990a:2) is largely irrelevant. Most have not, nor have they been expected to. 
In contrast, almost always, anthropologists have been required to do so-
both as a rite of passage and to collect/produce data. The different kinds of 
data and "comprehension" that have resulted were examined by Cohn 
(1987b:47-49). 

164· Ormer (1984:159). 
165. Ormer (1984:159). 
166. Roseberry (1988:179). 
167· Wolf (1990:594). 


